
Surf & Turf
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Ghost Hunters
One of America's most haunted cities 

embraces its resilient past 
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veryone is taken by stories of survivors. The 

determined few who refuse to be defeated, regardless 

of the hand dealt, storms faced, or various trials 

and tribulations that could easily break an individual or a 

community’s will. But here on Galveston Island, the word 

resilient has captured the essence of this magical place since 

1839. Merriam-Webster defines it as an ability to recover from 

or adjust easily to misfortune or change … enough said.  

We are, to be sure, one resilient community. Issue three of 

our award-winning magazine highlights this steadfast spirit, 

one that creates a culture-rich destination ensuring amazing 

experiences at every turn. This welcoming and inclusive place 

sets the perfect stage for a great family vacation, a weekend 

getaway with your significant other, an empowering and 

educational meeting or convention, a coastal destination 

wedding, or an extended stay for your next ocean cruise. 

Although the cruise industry was one of the most devastated 

travel segments during the COVID pandemic, partnerships 

remained strong in Galveston. While ships remained 

indefinitely moored when the world was locked down, here 

in Galveston, we doubled down to prepare ourselves for the 

return of the industry, whenever that would be. Fast forward 

to today, as the cruise industry continues to get back to full 

steam, Galveston maintains its position as the fourth-busiest 

cruise port in North America. And to prove our resilience once 

again to the world, we will complete construction of a new $110 

million best-in-class terminal for Royal Caribbean (page 42) and 

welcome two new cruise lines in 2022. 

As a historic port city, Galveston has seen some wicked 

players come through over the centuries. From pirate Jean 

Lafitte in the early 1800s to the diabolical Dr. Mayfield and the 

unwilling participants of his experiments to the Prohibition-era 

gang wars between Johnny Jack’s Downtown Gang and Dutch 

Voight’s Beach Gang, the Island has its share of ghost stories. 

If you have any doubts about believing in that sort of thing, 

after reading our feature (page 24), I think you won't. The best 

part about the ghost tours here on Galveston Island is that they 

are not only for those looking for a heart-racing, spine-tingling 

experience. Tours here offer history lessons about the people 

and places that have helped form the “spirit” of our historic 

beach town.   

The Queen of the Gulf herself, the Grand Galvez, has 

weathered many storms since her debut in 1911.  This grande 

dame was built as a statement to the world that Galveston was 

alive, well and thriving following the devastation caused by 

the storm of 1900, still the worst natural disaster and the worst 

hurricane in U.S. history. Explore the history and take a peek 

inside this amazing property (page 36), under new ownership 

and after a $35 million renovation.  

In addition, throughout these pages you will be able to 

explore several properties with new owners who are investing 

millions into creating authentic experiences (page 8). These 

include a luxury downtown historic property with a stunning 

rooftop terrace, a cutting-edge midcentury-modern hotel with 

a focus on culinary experiences, and extravagant vacation 

rentals (page 16) that will take away your every care as you kick 

back and enjoy Island Time at its finest.

So, we invite you to grab your favorite beverage, settle 

into a comfortable seat and kick back with us as you explore 

Galveston Island through the pages of this magazine. At every 

page turn, you will find stories that speak to the history, culture 

and experiences that make Galveston your next new favorite 

destination—a place where you can thrill all your senses at 

your own pace.  

Once you have turned the last page, close your eyes for a 

moment and imagine that you are here, experiencing every 

place and activity that piqued your interest or made you 

curious to learn more. We look forward to welcoming you 

to the Island, to this resilient place, to take it all in and make 

memories that will last a lifetime!

Michael W. Woody, Chief Tourism Officer

Galveston Island Convention & Visitors Bureau;

Editor-in-Chief, Island Soul

A Resilient Island

W
A Letter From the Editor
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Serving Herbivores, Carnivores, & Omnivores

Join us for LUNCH & BRUNCH

EATcetera is a Local Family 

Eatery serving a variety of 

salads, sandwiches, paninis, 

burgers, and desserts. Dine 

inside or enjoy the dog-friendly 

sidewalk cafe under our 

signature red umbrellas. 

At EATcetera we like to say, 

Everyone Eats Together. 

Vegan and gluten-free offerings 
available.

 

Call 409-762-0803

See us on DoorDash.com

SPECIAL EVENT VENUE

EATcetera offers an elegant space   
for up to 32 seated guests for 

private events. This is the perfect 

island spot for your private 

dinner, party or event. The 

restaurant and sidewalk café are 

totally private and reserved just 

for your celebration.  

Call 409-762-0803

or 409-939-9403

408 25th Street

Open Monday-Saturday, 11 am - 4 pm
Art Walk Evenings, 6 - 9 pm

Chef Alena Pyles
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Fall/Winter 2022-23

24
America’s Scariest City
Centuries of nefarious characters and natural 

disasters contributed to Galveston’s haunted 

mystique.   . 

36
The “Queen of the Gulf ”  
Reigns Once More
The $35 million renovation of historic  

Grand Galvez by its new owners brings a  

fresh name and lots of buzz.   

42 A Jewel on Galveston’s Shore
Royal Caribbean’s new terminal nods to the port’s 

growing appeal.   

Carnival’s Dream  

heading out of port.

Island Soul is a biannual publication  
of Visit Galveston. Visit Galveston  
provides visitor information and  

assistance to leisure and business  
travelers in Galveston Island, Texas.  

Find comprehensive listings for  
accommodations, attractions, dining  

and events at the Visit Galveston  
o!cial website: visitgalveston.com.

/ 
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Adam Pitluk, PhD

  

David Halloran

 

Becky Williams

ABOUT US

Southern Luxury Publishing and Midwest Luxury Publishing are  

full-service communication outfits made up of experienced industry 

experts. We are your turnkey provider for all your publishing needs.

CONTACT THE PUBLISHER 
info@midwestluxurypublishing.com 

midwestluxurypublishing.com

917.447.7731
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at smoon@galvestoncvb.com
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In the heart  

of Galveston's  

Downtown Cultural  

Arts District

T I C K E T S 

O N  S A L E 

N O W !

T H E  G R A N D  1 8 9 4  O P E R A  H O U S E 

2 0 2 2  2 3  P E R F O R M I N G  A R T S  S E A S O N

Welcoming Artists • Engaging Audiences • Celebrating HistoryWelcoming Artists • Engaging Audiences • Celebrating History

Yamato — The Drummers of Japan Renée Elise Goldsberry

Fiddler on the Roof

The Midtown Men

Welcoming Artists • Engaging Audiences • Celebrating History
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Fall/Winter 2022-23

30
Events for All
Niche and bespoke spaces dot the Island 

for a one-of-a-kind event experience.

50
Things to Do
With so much happening on the Island 

and its historic downtown, plan wisely.

58
Marketplace
A roundup of places and services  

to make your visit memorable.

62
Never a Dull Moment
Galveston locals know how to throw a 

celebration. Make sure you don’t miss out.

34
Wedding Bliss
Celebrate your nuptials in style  

at one of Galveston’s many locales.

68
A Blast From the Past
The iconic Pleasure Pier has been updated 

for the modern age but remains timeless.

02
Welcome

Our editor-in-chief shares his thoughts 

about life on Galveston Island.

08
Fresh Catch

Historic hotels across the Island debut 

their newly renovated looks this fall.

10
Experiences of a Lifetime

When it comes to yuletide, no one  

does Christmas like Galveston.

12
Island Institutions

A collision of land and sea makes Galveston 

a hot spot for surf and turf delights.

16
Relax in Luxury

Pamper the body and mind in these 

highly-appointed accommodations

20

22

Beachside Boutiques
Dive into the rich past of Galveston  

in one of the many antique shops.

Neighborhood Spotlight
Explore shopping, art, history and food in 

Galveston’s Historic Downtown District.

ENGAGE WITH US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

@galvestonisland visitgalvestonisland@galvestonisland

For the latest news and events happening around town,  

follow Galveston Island on social media and share your  

fond memories with everyone. #LoveGalveston

@visitgalveston



Contact me with all your Real Estate needs.

Jim Rosenfeld
BROKER ASSOCIATE

Circle of Excellence Award Winner
Hall of Fame Member

Texas Monthly Magazine Five Star Realtor 2012-2022
Trulia and Zillow Five Star Rating

Certi!ed SIRVA Relocation Specialist

713.854.1303
Jim.Rosenfeld@sir.com

“My exceptional Galveston team is marketing premier properties 

from the beaches to the bay — from historic treasures to high-rise condos!”

NOTHING COMPARES.

OFFATS BAY | 6802 Driftwood Lane

4-5 BR | 3.5+ BA | +/- 5,331  SF 

Last list price $1.9+M

SPANISH GRANT | 12804 East Camino Famoso

5 BR | 3.5+ BA | +/- 2,872 SF 

Last list price $924,880

Proudly marketing

for over 15 years!

SOLD

SOLD SOLD

SOLDSOLD

SOLD

DIAMOND BEACH | 10327 San Luis Pass Road, #711

4 BR | 3.5 BA | +/- 2,334 SF

Last list price $924,880

GALVESTONIAN | 1401 E Beach Drive, Unit #400/401

4 BR | 4 BA | +/- 2,253 SF 

Last list price $1.1+M

EVIA | 8 Latitude Lane

3 BR | 2.5 BA | +/- 1,744 SF

Last list price $509,880

EAST END HISTORIC DISTRICT | 1412 Market Street

4-5 BR | 2.5 BA | +/- 3,210 SF 

Last list price $724,880

INDIAN BEACH | 18407 East De Vaca Lane
Magnificent beachfront villa. Breathtaking ocean vistas. 

Glorious 2-story great room. Superb chef’s kitchen. 2 exquisite 

primary suites. Divine sun room. Elevator.

4-5 BR | 4.5 BA | +/- 4,700 SF

Last list price $3.1+M  MLS 44834087 

EVIA 

Stellar new construction. Mesmerizing lake, golf course 

and West Bay vista sites. Gourmet island kitchens. Grand 

downstairs primary suites. Colossal screened porches.

1, 2 and 3 story plans. 

Priced from the $500’s

SOLD NEW LISTING

LAFFITE’S COVE | 3523 Cove Lane
Incomparable waterfront custom. Dazzling heated pool. 

Massive pro-grade chef’s island kitchen. 2 awe-inspiring 

primary suites. Elevator. Boathouse. Adjacent lot available.

6 BR | 6.5+ BA | +/- 5,406 SF

Offered at $2.7+M  MLS 70511163
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F C
The Latest Happenings on the Island

      are historical 

sites to behold. Though given the salt-tinged air and 

generations of hurricanes, even the most built-to-last 

structures receive their share of wear and tear. This season, 

however, a slew of bellwethers received makeovers, thereby 

enhancing your stay while staying true to our historical roots. 

Hotel Lucine, 1002 Seawall Boulevard, is one prime example. 

“It’s a midcentury-modern building with awesome bones,” 

says Dave Jacoby, founder and principal of the hotel. The 

building was originally constructed in 1963, and its latest 

renovation highlights the timelessness of the original 

building along with a modern facelift. “We wanted it to feel 

appropriately modern and appropriately midcentury,” Jacoby 

says. “We’re not setting out to create a time capsule.”

Elsewhere, at The Commodore on the Beach, 3618 Seawall 

Boulevard, major renovations include an expansion and 

upgrade of the beachfront pool, which includes cabanas and 

a bar. “The hotel will still retain its charm and unique identity 

while still showing off its upgraded finishes,” says Chief Legal 

and Finance Officer of Karam Developments, Joshua Karam. 

Among those upgraded finishes are an expanded lobby and an 

upcoming second-floor lounge and bar.

According to Emily Root, manager of The Oleander Hotel, 

520 20th Street, the building’s age is both a blessing and a 

curse. It’s located in the center of the Historic Downtown 

Strand, which makes getting to restaurants, bars and 

entertainment a breeze. But because of the age of the 

building, Root says they had to re-plumb and rewire the 

building in its entirety. “We put all new air conditioning 

systems in each room, and the new flooring was a major 

challenge,” she says.

Heidi Calhoun, Director of Sales and Marketing for The 

Tremont House, 2300 Ship Mechanics Row, says the age of 

the building has affected the renovations there as well (see 

additional information on page 30). Calhoun says they’re in 

the process of upgrading the furniture in every room. “It’s 

elegant, modern and progressive,” she says, “but had to be 

custom-made because it’s a historic building and every room 

is a little different.” The Tremont is also creating a speakeasy-

style bar to complement the two existing bars on the main 

floor and the renovated rooftop bar. 

What’s Old is New
This fall, guests will be able to visit several newly  

renovated hotels on the Island.   

Hotel Lucine

The Temont House rooftop bar

The Commodore on the Beach

The Oleander Hotel
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4207 Ghost Crab

5BR/4BA  SqFt: 2,897

19419 SHORES DRIVE

4BR/4.1BA  SQFT: 2,476

7718 BELUCHE

5BR/2.1BA  SQFT: 4,510

12536 WEST BUENA VISTA

2BR/2BA  SQFT: 1,066
11847 SUNBATHER LANE

4-5BR/4BA  SQFT: 3,396

23009 BUENA

2-3BR/2BA SQFT: 1,080

Kimberly A. Gaido 
713.498.2020
REALTOR®, SRS
KimberlyGaido@sandnsea.com

A TRUSTED NAME WITH OVER 50 

YEARS OF REAL ESTATE EXPERIENCE
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Michael J. Gaido, III 
409.457.4900 | REALTOR®,
ABR, GRI, RSPS, SFR, SRES, SRS
Michael@michaelgaido.com

Carolyn T. Gaido | 713.851.3377
REALTOR®, CLHMS, CRS, RSPS, SRS
CarolynGaido@sandnsea.com
CarolynGaido.com | Top Agent Since 1999
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Where to Find the Cultural Gems of Galveston

 ’    to visit Galveston than the 

holiday season. A broad variety of community businesses and 

organizations take part in Winter Wonder Island, a wide-

ranging celebration of the area and the season. 

The Galveston Railroad Museum is excited about the  

upcoming revamp of  its annual Polar Express Train Ride, a 

four-mile train tour inspired by the timeless book.

“We have a whole new show this year,” says David 

Robertson, the museum’s executive director. While the event 

will still take its inspiration from the classic story, Robertson 

says the museum is changing up the event to make it even 

bigger and better. The museum has invested in upgrades to its 

lighting and sound design, along with some notable changes 

to the North Pole section.

“Each car is like a theater,” Robertson says. “There’ll be 

live singing, hot chocolate, cookies, and even some adult 

beverages [like a mulled wine] to go along with the four-

mile train ride. We’re hoping for 25,000 guests again.” The 

Galveston Railroad Museum has partnered with The Tremont 

House to bring special hotel packages to add to  

the experience.

Elsewhere, the Galveston Historical Foundation is putting 

on its annual Dickens on the Strand event. “Dickens on the 

Strand celebrates historic Galveston Island’s architectural 

history through our annual holiday festival,” says Will Wright, 

chief creative officer for the Galveston Historical Foundation. 

The event is held in the Strand National Historic Landmark 

District and highlights the local architecture from the same 

period in which Dickens lived and wrote. Wright says it’s the 

foundation’s biggest fundraiser.

“This will be our 49th year to hold the event,” he says. “It’s 

not uncommon for people to share that they used to come 

Walking in a Winter Wonderland
When it comes to yuletide, no one does Christmas like Galveston.   

Dickens on The Strand

Ice Land
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with their parents and now bring their children.” People are 

encouraged to wear Victorian clothing (and get a discount 

for doing so), and the event is punctuated by three separate 

parades. In addition, Wright says that the Victorian Bed Races 

will be expanded and that there are new special events in the 

works throughout the entire weekend.

Moody Gardens will also be hosting its annual event, 

called Holiday in the Gardens. It spans from November 17 

through January 7, 2023, and includes a variety of events and 

attractions. In addition to an ice rink, Moody Gardens will host 

Festival of Lights along with Ice Land, featuring a Caribbean 

Christmas theme.

Jerri Hamachek, a marketing and PR manager for Moody 

Gardens, says the Festival of Lights will feature a mile-long 

trail taking visitors through the grounds, down by the water, 

and among scenes like the 12 Days of Christmas, the Nativity 

and more. Scenes will feature animated lights, holiday music 

and even a s’mores fire pit, which Hamachek says is a huge hit.

But the centerpiece of Moody Gardens’ holiday experience 

is Ice Land. Sculptors shape over 2 million pounds of ice in less 

than 40 days to create a fully-immersive ice experience in the 

middle of the Moody Gardens complex. “We use chillers to 

keep a tent down at 12 degrees,” Hamachek says. 

Finally, for the more outdoors-oriented, there’s Holiday with 

the Cranes, hosted by the Galveston Island Nature Tourism 

Council. Each year from October through February, Galveston 

Island plays host to several hundred sandhill cranes, a species 

of migratory birds standing as tall as 4 feet. 

“It’s a celebration of their return,” says Julie Ann Brown, 

executive director of the Galveston Island Nature Tourism 

Council. Holiday with the Cranes, on December 10 and 11, will 

feature six or seven events built around observing, conserving 

and learning about these special birds.

Events tend to start before dawn. The council brings in an 

international crane expert along with local guides to help 

guests find and observe the flocks.

The most popular part of Holiday with the Cranes is called 

Dawn Patrol. The council actually has to limit the number of 

guests, as they get special permission from the Galveston Bay 

Foundation to take groups to roosting sites. 

There’s also what is known as the Crane Crawl, where  

guests move from site to site checking out four to five spots 

where cranes have been known to gather. “Scouts monitor 

where the birds are hanging out,” Brown says. If you’re 

looking to learn more about Galveston’s wildlife while also 

getting to see the more natural side of the Island, these crane 

tours are a great move. 

Festival of Lights arch

The Polar Express
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Where To Dine Around Galveston

     , Galveston Island 

offers the best of the surf and turf worlds. That’s because 

Texas knows steak and seafood better than any other state 

in the lower 48. Savory oysters, scallops, shrimp, lobster and 

even sushi, as well as tender Wagyu and Texas-bred beef, 

make this area a haven for foodies with a defined palate.

Shucks Tavern & Oyster Bar, a relatively new restaurant 

to the Island that opened its doors less than a year ago, 

specializes in East Coast oysters, which is somewhat of a 

surprise on the Gulf Coast, where there are plenty of juicy 

oysters, too. 

“Our oyster board changes daily,” explains manager 

Veronica Kovich, noting that customers can get oysters 

grilled, fried, raw or even served as a BLT po’boy sandwich. 

“The unique thing about our restaurant is that people 

get the opportunity to try different oysters and taste the 

different flavors,” she adds of the shellfish shipped in from 

Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Virginia and even Canada. “It’s 

like tasting wine; from one region to the next, oysters have a 

totally different flavor profile.”

Shucks also features prime chuck-eye steak on its menu, 

along with Walt Burgers, which come from a local butcher 

who has been providing fresh-ground meat daily to Galveston 

for the past 30-plus years.

“We offer an elevated experience without being stuffy,” 

Kovich says of the relaxed atmosphere in the restaurant, 

which is located in a 100-year-old building. “It’s a place where 

people want to hang out.”

Located in downtown Galveston, Saltwater Grill features 

an array of fresh-from-the-grill and kettle-cooked seafood and 

steaks. Visitors can start their meal with their kettle-cooked 

seafood gumbo or lobster bisque, followed by one of their 

many steak offerings, including Filet Mignon, Ribeye and N.Y. 

Strip. Guests can complement their steak with a blue cheese 

By Land and Sea
Surf and turf fans will find the best of both worlds at these gourmet eateries.   

Shucks Tavern  
& Oyster Bar
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crust, lobster tail, grilled jumbo shrimp, sauteed jumbo lump 

crab or the Oscar, which consists of sauteed lump crab meat, 

asparagus and hollandaise sauce.

Cajun Greek has been serving Galveston for decades, and 

it’s a local favorite when it comes to all kinds of seafood. 

“Our Galveston Bay blue crabs are a very popular item, along 

with our crawfish, jumbo head-on peel-and-eat shrimp, red 

snapper, oysters and more,” says Manager Cindy Chevez. “Our 

food is known for its freshness; our Gulf Coast shrimp comes 

straight off the boat.”

The most ardent seafood lovers can customize their own 

BOI (Born On Island) platters, which are piled full of food and 

perfect for sharing.

Vargas Cut & Catch is renowned for its seafood and 

Wagyu steaks, and guests can experience both through the 

restaurant’s decadent T&T plate, which features lobster 

tempura and a 38-ounce golden Wagyu tomahawk steak 

accompanied by cognac sauce, raspberry chipotle, lobster 

cream sauce and béarnaise sauce. 

“Guests can experiment with all sorts of different tastes, 

though the lobster and steak can also stand alone,” says chef 

Jimmy Banos, who has been at the restaurant since it opened 

in 2018.

Known for his attention to detail, Chef Jimmy takes great 

pride in his food, which shows in its presentation, taste and 

freshness—much of the seafood that he serves is sourced 

from Katie’s Seafood Market, located only four blocks away.

“It comes off the boat and is delivered to us,” he says. “You 

can’t get any fresher than that.” 

 For another dining experience, The Steakhouse at the 

San Luis Resort has a large selection of premium steak and 

seafood, including two truly impressive surf and turf combos. 

The first features filet mignon, a pound of Alaskan crab legs or 

an 8-ounce lobster tail; the second, on a steakhouse skewer, 

includes filet mignon, lobster tail and colossal grilled shrimp.

“It’s really big shrimp,” laughs General Manager Jon Paul, 

“because people in Texas like things big. Our pan-seared diver 

scallops with saffron risotto and a spicy tomato lump crab 

broth is absolutely delicious. And our sushi is to die for.” 

Sushi options include a shrimp tempura, crab meat and 

avocado roll, topped with crab meat spicy mayo and eel sauce, 

as well as tempura lobster rolls and a firecracker roll made with 

shrimp tempura and avocado topped with spicy bluefin tuna. 

Copper River Salmon  
at The Steakhouse

Saltwater Grill

Vargas Cut & Catch

Cajun Greek



10901 SAN LUIS PASS RD  |  409.797.5102  |  DELLANERARVPARK.COM

DELLANERA RV PARK

BOOK YOUR VACATION TODAY 
10901 SAN LUIS PASS RD  |  409.797.5102  |  DELLANERARVPARK.COM

65 FULL RV HOOK UPS  |  SHOWERS  |  RESTROOMS  |  GIFT SHOP

LAUNDRY FACILITIES  |  RECREATION ROOM  |  ULTIMATE CAMP SITES

BEACHSIDE SITES  |  PET FRIENDLY  |  ADA ACCESSIBLE CLUBHOUSE
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Where to Stay in Galveston

I’     the enticing allure of an exclusive island 

getaway and escape into the sophisticated world of high-

end accommodations that includes every amenity you ever 

wanted for your highly anticipated couples or family retreat. 

All the details you need to secure your own swoon-worthy 

luxury vacation rental await in one of Southeast Texas’ 

premiere destinations.

As you prepare for your fall, spring or even summer 2023 

vacation, know that no island is more equipped with spacious, 

high-end properties that are certain to inspire countless 

likes on your poolside selfies and foodie and fun reels than 

Galveston Island. 

Check out these exclusive options and prepare to be 

amazed as you plan and enjoy your well-earned sojourn  

into opulence. 

Lap of Luxury
With modish accommodations from urban to 

beach, your passport to pampering awaits with 

these rentals.   

Diamond Beach Condominiums
Traveling with a small crew or traveling solo? The luxury is 

still on point in any of the Diamond Beach Condominiums, 

which offer 10-foot ceilings, private balconies and a stunning 

view of the early morning coastal sunrise. The bedrooms 

are equipped with fireplaces, televisions and full-on luxury 

bathrooms with relaxing rain stream showers. And don’t 

forget about the three-tiered pool, lazy river, sand volleyball 

courts and quick walk to the soft sands of Galveston Beach. 

If you’re up for it, try to nab the condo with an in-room 

Pac-Man arcade game and a high score you have to beat for 

bragging rights. .
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West End Properties  
by Sand n Sea
This Island luxury vacation and real estate 

mainstay, locally owned and operated since 

1974, offers a bevy of stunning beachside 

homes you and your extended family may 

not want to leave. Vacationers can’t go 

wrong with any of their fully loaded luxury 

home rentals, including the books-up fan 

favorite, The Clarendon House, one of 

their newest properties, with over 6,000 

square feet to roam after a dip in the Gulf 

and a front-row seat to Galveston’s epic 

sunsets. Easily enjoy every level of the 

fully-equipped home and move about freely 

in the plush coastal décor with the multi-

floor elevator. It’s located on the lovely and 

exclusive West End Beach, which offers that 

private-island feel while just a few minutes 

drive to upscale restaurants and shopping. 

.

Beachtown
This beachside luxury community offers incredible fully 

loaded opulence certain to entice even the most seasoned 

luxury vacationer and lists hard-to-find real estate options 

for those who want to own their beachside retreat. 

From gorgeous coastal colors to hardwood floors, walls 

of windows, wrap-around porches and stunning views, 

Beachtown provides vacationers all the must-haves and 

didn’t-know-we-needed options you won’t want to miss. 

.

Far West End by Coastal Waves
Neerja Bhardwaj, owner of Coastal Waves Vacations, invites you to share in her 

commitment to personalized luxury experiences at the Far West End property. 

This newly constructed home holds true to Southern charm while offering 

modern luxuries, including an elevator, leather granite kitchen countertops, 

marble-surrounded showers, controlled lights and Sonos surround sound. 

With room to accommodate up to 14, Bhardwaj recommends bringing your 

teens and their friends for the ultimate family memories and moments. 

.

Your Own Top Chef
With a chef ’s kitchen the standard in these luxurious 

vacation getaways, why not enjoy the benefits of reserving 

one of Galveston’s top chefs to take care of your special 

meals and events? Relax and enjoy, staying focused on 

your family and friends, while chef Mary Bass and her 

team create a customized culinary experience you’ll be 

savoring. The award-winning chef thrives on building 

menus that make your mouth water and your memories 

food-focused and meaningful. .



The Seven Concepts
Discover the delicious dining options made  

possible by Galveston Restaurant Group.

THE GUMBO DINER 

Classic American dining meets the vibrant flavors of New Orleans  

in this local favorite, which offers everything from beignets and 

chicken and waffles to classic Gulf shrimp. The Gumbo Diner  

also serves breakfast all day, every day.  .

SKY BAR STEAK & SUSHI 

This establishment may be best known for its award-winning  

happy hour, but the savory sushi will make you want to walk  

through its doors well before that happiest of hours. Come  

watch super-talented sushi maestros craft delectable seafood 

 dishes right before your eyes. .

MARIO’S SEAWALL ITALIAN RESTAURANT 

Operated by first generation brothers, this is Galveston’s most  

storied Italian restaurant, merging the tastes of Texas and Italy for 

nearly 50 years.  Like fine wine, it continues to get better.  

Pasta, pizza and every other classic Italian dish is  

available at this can’t miss eatery, recently named  

restaurant of the year. .

PAPA’S PIZZA

No Galveston getaway is complete without a slice of pie from  

Papa’s.  Gourmet ‘zas are always on tap as well as savory  

sandwiches and other tasty Italian options.  Always fresh,  

always delicious. . .

TAQUILO’S TEX-MEX CANTINA 

Margs, queso, guac and more are always flowing at the aptly-named 

Taquilo’s, which boasts award-winning chips and salsa alongside a 

sensational ceviche bar. You can never go wrong with the shrimp 

fajitas, just as you can never go wrong with grabbing a drink and 

posting up under the umbrellas lining Postoffice Street just outside  

this terrific Tex-Mex eatery. .

SALTWATER GRILL 

This fine dining experience is home to the Smecca brothers’ original 

kettle cooking. And just like any Galveston Restaurant Group 

establishment, Saltwater Grill gives you plenty of options. The 

Certified Angus Beef is simply savory, and elsewhere on the menu, the 

supertalented brothers have combined classic Gulf Coast seafood with 

the delectable delights of Asian fusion food. Come for the food, stay 

for the unbeatable nightlife atmosphere. .

LITTLE DADDY’S GUMBO BAR

San Fran meets the Big Easy at this award-winning establishment  

that is perfect for a lunchtime po-boy or a fun night out. It’s highly 

possible Little Daddy’s Gumbo Bar will become your newest culinary 

obsession, and if so, don’t fret: the Smeccas have opened a location  

in League City, too. Still, nothing compares to chowing  

down on some sweet, sweet gumbo while relaxing in  

the heart of Galveston Island. .

   ? If so, you may know that 

brothers and sisters tend to have their own niches, 

their own talents. That’s certainly true of the Smecca 

& Hart brothers—Johnny & Joey Smecca and Danny 

Hart—who have been using their respective skills to 

bring great food to Galveston for over  

two decades. 

Galveston Restaurant Group, created in 1997, is 

responsible for some of the tastiest, most inventive 

restaurants in the area (see sidebar). While Joey curates 

the menus, Danny handles operations and Johnny 

manages marketing, advertising and more. Together, 

the group has remained resilient through multiple 

hurricanes and a pandemic—all while serving the 

community via food donations and their employees via 

a focus on retirement funds. 

“Our people are part of our family, just like Galveston 

is part of our family,” Johnny says. “We believe in giving 

back to the community that has given us so much, so 

we’ll never turn down a request to help people.” 

All in the Family
Meet the three brothers bringing healthy  

food and other creative concepts to Galveston.

 : Joey Smecca, Danny Hart, and Johnny Smecca



Modern gated beach home community built exclusively by Coastal Cottage Homes is 
located in a prime location near Galveston Island State Park and Jamaica Beach. The beach, 

restaurants and other essential necessities are all within golf-carting distance

THE LAKE AT PIRATES BEACH

TAKE A TOUR WITH US

409.370.6181  |  CoastalCottagesTX.com

C O M I N G  S O O N

WATER FRONT  |  22 HOME SITES  |  12 FLOOR PLANS  |  KAYAKING
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     Galveston’s unique 

variety of antique shops, where a treasure trove of vintage 

delights awaits. With furniture styles ranging from Victorian 

to midcentury, intriguing household accessories, stylish 

clothing from days gone by and nautical-themed discoveries, 

you’ll likely find a meaningful connection with the past in one 

or more of these shops. 

A Journey  

Through the Past
Antiquing in Galveston has always been fun,  

but it’s never been this accessible.   

Big House Antiques 
Big House Antiques co-owners Mike Ragsdale and Gary 

Jones strive to be a true antique store. “What that 

means is we have more antiques than junk,” Ragsdale 

says. Specializing in European antiques, the duo notes 

a current trend in French pieces. Of course, numerous 

other styles are available, including American. “What 

we’re seeing now are customers more interested in 

putting a certain look together rather than focusing on 

one style,” Ragsdale notes. No matter what look you 

prefer, Big House Antiques likely has something for you. 

Smaller valuables on site range from estate jewelry to 

sterling silver flatware to rare books. Cordial and wine 

glasses rank among the most popular items because, as 

Ragsdale says, “Everyone loves wine!”

./--

B B
Where to Shop Around Galveston

Antique Warehouse

Big House Antiques

Big House Antiques
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Antique Pavilion 
In the antique business since 1993, Antique 

Pavilion owner Jim Nonus takes pride in 

collecting and exhibiting timeless treasures in a 

10,000-square-foot space located on a prominent 

downtown corner at Postoffice and 23rd Street. 

From fine art to household furnishings to 

smaller decorative items, Antique Pavilion offers 

something for every treasure hunter. With a clear 

focus on authenticity, Nonus uses his decades of 

experience to match shoppers with the perfect 

find, whether you’re seeking an accessory for your 

home to add a little extra style or art to enhance 

your walls. He’s also more than happy to regale 

you with tales of Galveston’s infamous pirate, 

Jean Lafitte. .

Antique Warehouse 
Housed in a 1913 hotel at 423 25th Street that once served as a 

brothel, Antique Warehouse offers a little bit of everything in its 

storied location. Best known for architectural salvage, husband and 

wife team Scott and Holly Hanson source flooring, shiplap, shutters, 

doors, windows and hardware from historic buildings, resulting in 

an extensive inventory full of possibilities. Traditional antiques are 

also available ranging from furniture to glassware to estate jewelry. 

Antique Warehouse may have exactly what you’re looking for if you’re 

interested in the current trend of midcentury furniture. 

./

St. John Antiques 
Situated in an idyllic location at the corner of Postoffice and 20th Street across 

from The Grand 1894 Opera House, St. John Antiques features an eclectic selection 

of valuables. “We have six dealers displaying a broad range of items,” says owner 

Frances St. John. In this charming shop, you’ll uncover everything from fine 

glassware to kitchenware to linens, quilts and lamps. Expect vintage clothing, too. 

To ensure the quality and authenticity of its wares, St. John Antiques has one rule: 

Everything must be from the 1960s or earlier. As for bestsellers, St. John notes, “We 

do a lot of estate jewelry, and our selections are very diverse.” .

J. Bangles Silk Stocking Gallery 
Located at 1124 25th Street in Galveston’s Historic Silk Stocking 

District (named for the wealthy residents who could afford to buy 

silk stockings), J. Bangles Silk Stocking Gallery adds a twist to antique 

shopping. Although you won’t find any silk stockings for sale, you will 

find art from several local artists. When it comes to antiques, owner 

J. Bangle credits his wife. “My wife and her girlfriend do estate sales 

and bring the merchandise they discover into the shop.” Expect to find 

estate jewelry, glassware, decorating items and more in this charming 

gallery../

J. Bangles Silk 

Stocking Gallery

Antique Pavilion

St. John Antiques
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G   -   1800 was the third-richest city in the United 

States, thanks to its seaport and the fact that 60 percent of the state’s cotton 

crop was exported from here.

At the heart of that booming prosperity was Galveston’s downtown, 

notably the bustling and thriving Strand area, nicknamed “The Wall Street 

of the Southwest.” Fortunes flowed down the Strand as banks, publishing 

houses, saloons, railroads, flour and grain mills and cotton raked in profits for 

business owners, and Galveston became the beating financial and cultural 

heart of South Texas (and much of the South as well).

Galveston’s downtown includes the Strand Historic District and the 

Historic Strand Seaport area, the Downtown Postoffice Arts District and the 

burgeoning West Market area. Each district has its own distinct personality, 

and as the city continues improvements and renovations, the entire 

downtown area is both walkable and easy to navigate.

“Everything in Galveston grew from downtown,” says Trey Click, executive 

director of the Historic Downtown Galveston Partnership. “The downtown 

area is the heart of the city, and you owe it to yourself to see the diversity of 

what our downtown has to offer.” 

The Beating Heart  

of the Island
Explore shopping, art, history and food in Galveston’s  

Historic Downtown District.   

N S
The Island’s Hidden Gems

The Strand
The Strand is the most well-known 

street in Historic Downtown Galveston, 

drawing visitors to its boutique shops, 

wide selection of restaurants and its 

cast-iron buildings. It’s also the heart 

of Galveston’s numerous festivals and 

events.

“The Strand is where festivals like 

Galveston’s Mardi Gras and Dickens 

on the Strand happen,” says Mary Beth 

Bassett, public relations manager for Visit 

Galveston. Dickens on The Strand is the 

Island’s Victorian Christmas event, and 

Mardi Gras takes place in February. In 

between is the Chili Fest in January and 

live music and events at Saengerfest Park.

History is tangible on The Strand, with 

attractions like the Galveston Railroad 

Museum, Saengerfest Park and the 

historical steel-wheel trolleys. Visitors 

can also grab a sweet treat at La King’s 

Confectionery or explore the seafaring 

history of the city at Galveston’s historic 

harbor, home to Pier 21, the famous Tall 

Ship Elissa, Galveston Historic Seaport, 

and the Ship to Shore attraction.

“The Strand also has some great 

souvenir shops and galleries too,” 

Bassett says. “When visitors come to 

Galveston, they eventually end up on the 

Strand to shop because it’s so easy and 

so walkable.”
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The Postoffice District
Home to Galveston’s hopping arts and 

entertainment scene, the Postoffice 

District is filled with colorful storefronts, 

old Victorian architecture, dozens of art 

galleries, boutiques and art walks.

“The Postoffice District is less traveled, 

but it has a higher concentration of art 

galleries and a big concentration of Art 

Walk events,” Bassett says. “The Grand 1894 

Opera House is on Postoffice Street, and we 

have some festivals here too, including the 

Grand Kids Festival and ARToberfest.”

The Postoffice District is a favorite 

hangout for locals, filled with small, 

intimate coffee shops and cozy eateries 

like the Sky Bar Steak & Sushi, Rudy and 

Paco, and Taquilo’s Tex-Mex Cantina.

Walk the Walk
When exploring the downtown area of Galveston, ditch the car. The 

best way to discover the hidden gems and overlooked attractions is 

by hitting the sidewalks.

“Our downtown is walkable,” Click says, adding that the Historic 

Downtown Galveston Partnership is installing shade structures on 

the streets between the Postoffice District and The Strand to offer 

relief from the hot Texas sun. “When you walk through an area, you 

really get a feel for the people, the stores, the store owners and the 

locals. It’s so much more personable, and it’s also a healthy way to get 

around. Anything that is walkable brings in the sense of community.”

The West Market Area (WeMA)
In the past several years, the West Market Area of Historic 

Downtown Galveston has come into its own as a funky, youthful 

revitalization district. The wildly popular speakeasy Daquiri 

Time Out dishes craft cocktails while other unique spots like Red 

Light Coffee serve up regional and creative flavors.

Another big draw in the West Market Area is Maceo Spice and 

Import Company, known for its ambiance, vast array of spices, 

imported goods and daily lunch specials. “We’ve really invested 

in the area,” Click says. “We put in new sidewalks and benches 

and new decorative streetlights. In the last 18 months, we’ve 

had five or six new businesses open in the West Market Area. It’s 

a younger demographic and has a more local feel to it.”
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Centuries of nefarious characters and natural disasters 

contributed to Galveston’s haunted mystique.   . 

AMERICA’S

ScariEst C!y
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ow do you feel about  ghosts? Are you 

someone who senses an undeniable 

presence in certain places, or does the 

idea of specters fall somewhere between 

trolls and fairies on your believability 

scale? I find communities often share a 

collective attitude about spirits from the 

afterlife. I have an Irish colleague who is 

permanently banned from a castle hotel 

after describing her haunted night in one 

of the rooms. (Full disclosure: I stayed in 

said castle this year and, though creepy 

in other ways, I experienced nothing that 

goes bump in the night.) Other locales 

fully embrace their spirited reputations, 

providing tours and celebrating the 

afterlife with séances and psychics. 

Galveston definitely floats in the “We’ve got ghosts and 

we’re giddy about them” category. 

“If you’re browsing along The Strand, or pretty much any 

other district in Galveston, and you ask a shopkeeper for a 

local ghost story, chances are very good they’ll have a favorite 

to tell you,” says local author Kathleen Maca.

Maca has written four books about Galveston’s colorful 

history. Her new volume, The Tremont House, will no doubt 

feature plenty of ghost stories, especially given the hotel’s 

reputation as a haunted haven. The Tremont House will publish 

in time for Christmas. She says she unearthed so many ghoulish 

tales when researching Ghosts of Galveston that she had to 

create a set of strict parameters to winnow them down.

“I collected over 300 ghost stories initially,” Maca says. “I 

didn’t include them unless I could find an obituary or death 

certificate—some proof of life and proof of death. I also 

only included buildings and homes that still exist. You want 

Bishop's Palace
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people to actually see a haunted residence when they go 

looking for it.”

Maca’s Ghosts of Galveston proved so popular that readers 

contacted her to request tours of her favorite “haunts.” Today, 

she gives weekly tours. She also encourages the curious to 

contact her directly to arrange private or small group outings. 

Maca, who says she constructs her tours in fact-based 

history, explains that Galveston’s complex and much-

maligned history foments the prevalence of haunted domains 

and institutions. She cites the multilayered cultural events, 

from the Battle of Galveston during the American Civil War to 

the Great Storm of 1900, when more than 6,000 Galvestonians 

lost their lives in what remains America’s most devastating 

natural disaster. 

“There is something about being an island also,” she says. 

“Islands all over the world have this certain mystique of 

isolation and determination. Many ghost hunters that come to 

Galveston say that the proximity to water energizes the spirits.”

Maca, who grew up in Houston but was soon drawn to 

Galveston by its rich history, believes that so much strife and 

perseverance has given rise to this unsettled spirit world. Jean 

and Pierre Lafitte, considered the most notorious pirates to 

ever terrorize the Gulf of Mexico, based their operations here 

through much of their reign.

Though Jean Lafitte originally based his smuggling 

operation in Louisiana, opportunity brought him to Galveston 

in the early 19th century, at once as a Spanish spy and a 

confidant of Louis Aury, the man he was sent to spy upon. 

Eventually, with the blessing of the nascent United States, the 

Lafitte brothers assumed control of Galveston, which swiftly 

grew into a blood-filled empire where laws were issued by 

the sword. Naturally, many of the characters who occupied 

Lafitte’s Galveston continue to haunt the sandbar. 

Lafitte was far from the only privateer to profit from 

Galveston’s location as the shipping gateway to the Gulf of 

Mexico and beyond. The Strand, founded as an unregulated 

banking hub, gave rise to many other legitimate “pirates” 

who grew wealthy (and created enemies) via shady deals and 

backroom negotiations. 

The Strand today remains a must-visit site for its Victorian 

architecture. It also teems with spirits, says Brian Treybig, a 

tour guide with Dash Beardsley’s Ghost Tours of Galveston. 

Treybig grew up in Galveston and “was well aware that this is 

a very haunted place.”

Grand Galvez










.
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“As a child, you’re aware that there is so much death that 

has happened here from fires, weather, especially the Great 

Storm of 1900,” he says. “We give a popular cemetery tour but 

what people don’t know is that the entire island is a cemetery. 

When they walk on The Strand they are strolling over the 

ashes of the dead. In 1900, they didn’t know what to do with 

all the bodies. They built funeral pyres and one of the biggest 

pyres was at 25th and The Strand.”

Dash Beardsley is widely considered the godfather of 

Galveston ghost tours. Dressed in his signature black, ankle-

length trench coat, Beardsley established a new level of tour 

guide who is equal parts rock star, actor and historian. In 

1998, he felt compelled to launch his tour company after an 

encounter with Bettie Brown.

Brown, a fiercely independent, cigar-chomping spinster 

who lived and died in the Ashton Villa mansion her father 

built, was known for her wild ways, often racing her horse  

and buggy down Broadway at 

midnight. She died in 1920, and there 

are many accounts of her apparition 

walking down the stairs and around 

the second floor of her antebellum 

mansion, remaining as peripatetic 

after death as she was in life.

“Bettie is considered our most 

famous ghost, given how often she 

appears,” Treybig says, “but Matilda, 

her little sister, has also been heard 

playing the piano on several occasions. 

Bettie didn’t play.”

Ashton Villa is hardly the only 

haunted manor in Galveston. Visitors to 

the Moody Mansion have heard voices 

coming from many of the grand rooms. 

The Gresham clan, builders of the sublime Bishop’s Palace, still 

wander the halls. Bishop's Palace was a refuge for over 200 

people during the Great Storm. Impending hurricanes are said 

to provoke the patriarch, Walter Gresham, who died in 1920, 

to become quite agitated. Mayfield Manor’s chief resident, 

the diabolical Dr. Mayfield, who performed experiments on 

unwilling patients, also remains a presence. There are several 

others, too.

The Grand Galvez is arguably the most haunted landmark 

on the island, and certainly the most famous. The former 

short-term residence for the many celebrities who performed 

here when Galveston was known as the “Playground of the 

Southwest” is still frequented by several perpetual guests, 

beginning with Audra, aka “The Lovelorn Lady.”

“Choosing my favorite ghost story is really hard,” Maca says. 

“But if pressed, I would have to say Audra, a classic ‘ghost 

bride’ story.”

The old city cemetery

Kathleen Maca

Moody Mansion
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According to records, Audra would rent Room 501 when her 

fiancé, a mariner, embarked on a voyage, choosing the room 

for its access to the roof ladder from which she would scan 

the Gulf for his return. When Audra learned that her lover’s 

ship had been lost at sea, she hanged herself in the hotel’s 

west turret. In the 70 years since her death, Audra’s presence 

and frustration are palpable to guests when in the west turret 

and most frequently experienced in Room 501. 

“There’s plenty of folklore that surrounds Audra,” Maca 

says, “but the death records clearly indicate a hotel guest died 

of a broken neck at the same time of her death.” 

As referenced above, the historic Tremont House also 

sees plenty of specters regularly, as one might expect given 

the property’s tumultuous past. Established before Texas 

statehood, the Tremont was destroyed by fire and rebuilt. 

It withstood the Great Storm but was in such derelict shape 

by 1928 that it was razed. The third Tremont rose from the 

ashes in the 1980s to the delight of its more ethereal residents 

like “Sam the Salesman” and Young Jimmy, a boy who often 

appears by the front desk.   

An actor who stars regularly in regional theater, Treybig 

perpetuates the Beardsley standard that guiding is as much 

about entertainment as it is about revealing facts and 

identifying interesting landmarks. He says that many visitors, 

especially from outside of Texas, are unaware of the role 

Galveston once played as the entry port for millions and as 

“The Wall Street of the South.”

Like many locals, Treybig revels in his connection with 

the Galvestonians who currently reside on the “other side.” 

He’s especially partial to Sara “The Schoolmarm” who, after 

escaping the 17-foot surge of the Great Storm of 1900, pulled 

people to safety from the 2nd-floor window of the Hutchings 

Sealy Building. Sara succumbed to disease three months after 

the storm. She is frequently seen on the building’s staircase 

not far from where she tended the sick. 

“Five women recently verified they saw Sara independently 

of each other,” Treybig says. “She was sitting with her head in 

her hands and appeared to be crying.”

Working with ghosts all day can lead to interesting 

outcomes: Psychics have told Treybig he has spirits who 

now follow him around. For the rest of us, spending a few 

hours communing with Galveston’s colorful spirits provides 

insight into what makes Galveston, Galveston. This is an 

island community whose citizenry has overcome countless 

tribulations yet remains so inviting that many former 

residents—from the Ghost Bride to the Schoolmarm—have 

decided to float around. 

Award-winning journalist Crai S. Bower appears regularly as a travel 

commentator on KUOW (NPR), American Forces Network and Rick 

Steves’ Travel, where he is the Canadian travel expert. His television 

appearances include Q13 Fox, WGN Chicago, WPIX New York and The 

Los Angeles Times.

Galveston Ghost Tours 
You are going to want to take a ghost tour if you’re heading 

to Galveston. After all, how better to learn the history of the 

island and absorb its “spirit” at the same time? Fortunately, 

you have a lot of choices. Here are several Galveston ghost 

tours you don’t want to miss: 

 

Kathleen Maca guides Galveston Strand Ghost Walk and 

the Original Trinity Cemetery Tour several days a week. 

.

 

Ghost Tours of Galveston, often led by Brian Treybig, 

features four regular tours: the Original Ghost Tour on 

the Strand, Ashton Villa Ghost Hunt, Dash Beardsley’s 

Restless Spirits Tour and Galveston Cemetery Tour.  

.

 

Historic Galveston Ghost Tours leads groups daily 

through the Silk Stocking and other districts. They will 

also customize the tour to fit a private group’s interests. 

.

 

Ghost City Tours presents daily family  

and adults-only ghost tours. Their excursions include The 

Ghosts of Galveston Tour, Galveston Haunted Cemetery 

Tour, The Shadows of Revelry Ghost Tour (adults only) and 

Galveston Haunted Pub Crawl. ./

 

Al’s Authentic Paranormal Tours combines sites 

with paranormal activity and historical sites. 

.

Ghost Tours of Galveston
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E  A
Meetings and Conventions

’    and 

en vogue then hosting your next shindig 

in a venue loaded with character, iconic 

historical architecture and unique décor. 

Galveston has three historical gems that 

provide endless opportunity for groups, 

showcasing the stunning story of the 

Island’s culture. 

 The original Tremont House dates back 

to 1839; however, the current building was 

constructed in 1872 as the Royal Hotel and 

the adjacent building in 1879 as the Leon 

Blum Co. Dry Goods & Storage. Today’s hotel 

is the third rendition of The Tremont House, 

which was a brand before Texas’ statehood, 

when Galveston was the interim capital. 

The current hotel debuted in 1985 and 

features the city’s only rooftop bar, open 

year-round, with firepits, greenery, three 

walls of glass and a nano wall that opens 

for seamless indoor/outdoor enjoyment 

and is ideal for group events and weddings.

Guests at the hotel, which occupies a city 

block, enjoy photographing the historic 

Powell Arch built for a 1986 celebration of 

Mardi Gras, one of 200 historical markers 

on the island that, miraculously, is still 

standing between the hotel’s buildings.

The Tremont’s showstopper is the 

recently completed, detailed restoration 

of the lobby, now a four-story atrium and 

reconstructed solarium with glass roof, 

live palm trees, bright marble floors and 

the hotel’s historic bar, Toujouse (read 

more on page 8). The bar’s stunning 55-

foot rosewood piece is from the original 

Tremont Opera House, dating back to 1872. 

Guests enjoy live jazz under the palms 

Niche and bespoke Galveston destinations distinguish  

Island digs from every other spot in Texas.    

Salt Water Gift 

Shop offers the Largest and 
Coolest Selection of Fun  Forms 
of Transportation for Your Island 
Getaway. Our selection grows 
& changes every month and 
includes the following.

• OneWheels 

• Golf Carts 

• 50cc Gas Mopeds

• Fat Tire e-Scooter

• e-Trikes

• Segway C-80 Moped

• e-Bikes

• e-Skateboards

• Traditional Beach 

   Cruizer Bicycles

• Pedal Surreys

Biggest 

Selection and

Voted Best 

Rental 

Company in 

Galveston 

for 2022!

SaltWaterGiftShop.com

18th & Seawall Blvd. 

409.497.2571

swsllcgalveston

@GiftSaltwater

SaltWaterShopGalveston

saltwater_gift.shop.sosalty

Historic Spaces  

for Elevated Events

Tremont House
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Thursday through Saturday evenings. 

“This is certainly my favorite aspect 

of the hotel, and always the gathering 

spot during meetings, conventions and 

weddings,” says General Manager Jeffery 

Ossenkop. “People gravitate towards 

the impressive, airy and engaging space. 

Couples exchanging vows love that 

classic reveal on a grand staircase, and 

our Davidson Ballroom has that great 

architecture moment with a circular 

landing to elevate the couples.”

An onsite catering team, pet-friendly 

rooms and four-star service are other 

celebrated aspects of the historical hotel.  

Don’t Miss: Visit the French Bistro, 

created by George and Cynthia Mitchell, 

prior owners, which will be rebranded and 

debut in late 2022. 

Bienville Social was built in 1880 as an 

immigrant hotel. Today’s venue retains the 

original architecture, rich with eloquent 

touches including the impressive entry iron 

pillars, few of which remain in Galveston. 

This proves to be a popular photo 

opportunity for newlyweds and gatherings. 

Current owner Jean Adler purchased 

the building in 2009 and transformed 

the second story into office space and 

resurrected the grandiose main floor as 

an event space. She made sure to preserve 

the center skylight, one of few left on the 

Island that showcases the opulent period of 

construction. 

Adler’s trifecta of historical marvels 

includes the original hotel’s courtyard, 

available year-round for events. This creates 

a stunning addition to the venue space that 

can host 150 guests. 

The interior space includes antique 

angled mirrors reflecting on the extended 

dark wood bar top to capture the vintage 

French Quarter ambiance of Adler’s vision. 

She named the 1880 building as an homage 

to Jean-Baptiste Le Moyne de Bienville, one 

of the original colonizers of New Orleans.

“We’re next to the cruise terminal and 

an intricate part of the historic downtown 

that is full of art galleries, eateries and 

hotels,” explains Adler. “We wanted to draw 

in smaller-sized events with our authentic 

charm and heritage design including 

14-foot ceilings, exposed brick, beautiful 

stained-glass fixtures and authentic fleur-

de-lis molding.”

Don’t Miss: Book the historic venue for 

private gatherings during Galveston’s Mardi 

Gras, Dickens on the Strand, and Lone Star 

Bike Rally for a prime location.  

   ,   ./-/--

Bienville Social
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Stretching eight blocks along the island’s renowned Seawall Boulevard, 

The San Luis Resort is a 32-acre walkable property o!ering beautiful, 

unobstructed views of the Gulf of Mexico as well as meeting space in each 

of its three hotels - The San Luis Hotel, Hilton Galveston Island Resort, and 

Holiday Inn Resort Galveston - On the Beach. 

Boasting more than 250,000 square feet of meeting space, 700 

residentially-appointed guestrooms, 10 exceptional restaurants, and 3 pools, 

The San Luis Resort set the standard of luxury hospitality for intimate and 

grand experiences.  

Each Hotel within the resort features an array of endless entertainment and 

activities set in relaxing environments that o!er a variety of fun for all ages. 

There is truly something for every guest to enjoy. 

For more information, visit our websites:

galvestonholidayinn.com galvestonisland.hilton.comsanluisresort.com

An Undeniably Refined Resort
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FISHING ON AND 

OFF THE ISLAND 
From bay fishing to blue-water, piggy perch to tuna, Galveston o!ers 
something for everyone with a rod, a reel and a love of angling. There are 
bait and tackle shops, marinas for storing your boat, and charter services 
that send you home with a great haul and plenty of fish tales. Head to 
VisitGalveston.com for more information. 

SURF 

You can fish the surf along most of the island’s beaches year-round. 
One of the best spots is Galveston Island State Park, where no license is 
required. The proper combination of bait and tackle will net you redfish, 
kings and even sharks. 

PIERS AND JETTIES 

The island’s extensive jetty system, as well as places like the 61st Street 
Pier and Galveston Pier at 91st Street, provides ample room for the 
avid angler. Routine catches include croaker, perch, speckled trout, 
sheepshead, sand trout, ga!top and bull reds. Seawolf Park, meanwhile, 
o!ers some of the best flounder fishing on the upper Texas coast. 

GALVESTON BAY 

The bay is often calmer than the Gulf, allowing you to fish from smaller 
boats. Trout and redfish are the preferred haul for most bay fishermen. 

THE GULF 

When it comes to adventurous angling, nothing beats the Gulf of 
Mexico. Kingfish, snapper, dorado and shark are abundant within 30 
miles of shore. Go a little farther, particularly near the oil rigs, and you’ll 
find ling, amber jack, grouper, sailfish, even tuna. 

OFFSHORE/BLUE-WATER 

Charter a boat for a trip 100 miles out for some of the most challenging 
sport fishing anywhere. White and blue marlin weighing hundreds of 
pounds are there for the taking, as are large tuna, wahoo and dorado. 
For a list of fishing charters, go to VisitGalveston.com.  

KNOW BEFORE YOU GO…. 

The State of Texas requires both fishing licenses and saltwater stamps 
for legal fishing in Gulf waters, on- and o!shore. (State parks are the 
notable exception.) There are also strict catch limits and size restrictions 
for certain species of fish and crab. Avoid the often-sizable fines by 
checking with the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (tpwd.texas.
gov) beforehand. 

FISHING PIERS 

61st St. Fishing Pier  |  6101 Seawall Blvd  |  409.744.8365 
Galveston Fishing Pier  |  9101 Seawall Blvd  |  409.974.4383
Seawolf Park  |  100 Seawolf Park Blvd  |  409.797.5114 

MORE INFORMATION AT VISITGALVESTON.COM/FISHING

Parking 
on The Island

The best way to pay for parking along the Seawall 

and Historic Downtown is through the PayByPhone 

app. Simply download the app to your mobile 

device. PayByPhone goes by license plate number, 

so you can park anywhere by entering your location 

code. Please note that the Seawall and Historic 

Downtown do not share the same parking code.

 

Seawall location code: 5004

Historic Downtown code: 5689

PayByPhone: 866.234.7275

Trolley  
Transportation

With a transfer station located at 21st Street & 

Seawall Boulevard, visitors may ride the trolley 

throughout Downtown Galveston, along the 

historic homes on 25th Street, then connect with 

the rubber wheel trolleys and go as far west as 

Moody Gardens, or as far east as Stewart Beach. 

 

Cost:  $1 for adults, free for children accompanied 

by an adult. Fare includes  

the transfer at 21st & Seawall. 

 

Hours of Operation: Visit website for latest hours 

of operation. galvestontrolley.com

island
info

1. Watch a sunrise over the Gulf of Mexico or sunset on 
Galveston Bay

2. Discover the unique boutiques, antiques, art galleries  
and restaurants in Historic Downtown

3. Follow in the footsteps of immigrants arriving in  
Galveston in the 1880s at the new Ship to Shore  
immersive experience 

4. Play on the Historic Galveston Island Pleasure Pier 

5. Visit Moody Gardens Aquarium Pyramid and  
Rainforest Pyramid

6. Take the self-guided Freedom Walk tour to learn about 
Galveston’s rich African American history and the 
birthplace of Juneteenth 

7. Rent chairs and umbrellas and lounge on Stewart Beach 
and East Beach 

8. Tour historic mansions—1892 Bishop’s Palace and 1895 
Moody Mansion

9. Splash into Schlitterbahn Galveston Island Waterpark

10. Visit one of the world's largest collections of historical 
artifacts, documents, and artwork relating to Texas and the 
American West at The Bryan Museum

11. Eat at the iconic Gaido’s Seafood Restaurant

12. Take a walking/biking tour of the East End Historic 
District’s beautiful historic homes and the Galveston  
Tree Sculptures 

13. Take a dolphin tour from Pier 21

14. Tour or watch a live show at The Grand 1894 Opera House 

15. Watch saltwater taffy being made the old-fashioned way 
at LaKing’s Confectionery 

16. Explore Pier 21’s one-of-a-kind museums, including the 
Ocean Star Drilling Rig Museum, Galveston Historic 
Seaport and 1877 Tall Ship Elissa

17. Learn about locomotive history at the  
Galveston Railroad Museum 

18. Catch fish from a pier, on a chartered trip,  
or go wade fishing 

19. Go on a year-round historic cemetery or ghost tour 

20. Take a kayak tour with Artist Boat or visit Galveston  
Island State Park for outdoor adventure 

21. Visit the Galveston Naval Museum at Seawolf Park for a 
tour of a WWII submarine and Navy destroyer escort and 
great fishing

22. Go bird watching to see some of the 300 species found  
in Galveston 

23. Play golf at Moody Gardens Public Golf Course

24. Buy fresh seafood at Katie’s Seafood Market or  
Sampson & Son’s Seafood on Pier 19 

25. Attend one of the many year-round festivals, including 
Mardi Gras! Galveston—the third-largest Mardi Gras 
celebration in the country 

  .     .  

            !

25 Must-Have  
Experiences in Galveston

Scan QR code for a full 

digital resource guide for 

all of your Island escapes 

and adventures.

save our shores
HELP KEEP GALVESTON BEACHES CLEAN, GREEN & PRISTINE

OUR BEACHES & MARINE LIFE 
THANK YOU!

BE ADVISED 
ITEMS LEFT ON THE BEACH 
OVERNIGHT WILL BE REMOVED

CITY OF GALVESTON  
ORD. NO 19-017 SECS. 8-27

RECYCLE 
ALUMINUM AND PLASTICS

REMOVE 
ITEMS SUNSET TO SUNRISE

REDUCE 
YOUR IMPACT

SAFETY TIPS FROM THE AWARD WINNING 
GALVESTON ISLAND 
BEACH PATROL
• AVOID DANGEROUS CURRENTS

• NEVER SWIM ALONE

• ASSIGN A “WATER WATCHER”

• NEVER DIVE HEAD-FIRST

• TAKE PRECAUTIONS AGAINST  
THE SUN AND HEAT

• FOR MORE TIPS, GO TO 
GALVESTONISLANDBEACHPATROL.COM

THE FLAG WARNING SYSTEM

CONDITIONS CALM  
SWIM WITH CARE

CALM TO MODERATE WATER 
DOES NOT ASSURE SAFE WATER

HEAVY SURF — DANGEROUS CURRENTS  
STAY WITHIN WAIST-DEEP WATER

PRESENCE OF VENOMOUS  
MARINE LIFE

INDICATES AN ENVIRONMENTAL WARNING 
FOR AIR AND/OR WATER QUALITY

Island Reference Guide
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Your big day deserves a memorable setting 
- and you’ll find it in Galveston. Whether 
you’re in search of a historic setting for 
your wedding, an oceanside reception, or 
anything in between, Galveston can set 
the stage for the wedding of your dreams.

BEACH 

WEDDINGS

Photo by: Reed Through The Lens Photography
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E  A
Weddings

     23 members that cover 

every nuance of the industry. From cake makers, event 

planners and DJs to floral artists, photographers, tableware 

providers and graphic designers, there isn’t a single element 

of a dream wedding on the stunning Island that can’t be 

arranged, decorated and organized. 

ISLAND ALLURE

Couples choose Galveston for weddings because all their 

needs can be met on the Island, and at a great value with 

distinctive flair, authenticity and originality. “I’ve been in 

this business for 22 years, and I have seen the trends, staple, 

classic elements that consistently remain the same, and there 

isn’t anything our Galveston Bridal Group can’t accomplish,” 

says Constance DeRome, owner, Island Flowers + Nefertiti 

Bridal. “We have a wildly talented organization.”

DREAM WEDDING LOCATIONS

Galveston has over a dozen landscapes in which couples 

can choose to host their rehearsal dinner, ceremony and 

reception. There are historic hotels, including an old bank 

building, and Riondo’s Ristorante on The Strand, with a 

memorable second floor that’s ideal for groups up to 75. 

The Bryan Museum is a popular large-venue choice and 

houses one of the world’s largest collections of historical 

artifacts, documents and artwork from Texas and the 

American West. The Galveston Railroad Museum is iconic and 

a popular choice, and there are numerous restaurants and 

even breweries that host wedding events. 

The Island’s botanical gardens, especially from spring 

through fall, set the scene for an Island escape and lush 

paradise. Beach ceremonies are still the most popular choice 

for couples. The land is free, however, East Beach, Stewart 

Make your special day even more so with a marriage ceremony on Island time.    

Saying “I do” in Style

The Bryan Museum


. 
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Beach, Dellanera RV Park and Seawolf Park can be reserved 

for a minimal fee and are cleaned frequently, landscaped and 

maintained. 

EAT + DRINK, WEDDING-STYLE 

Galveston’s seafood and beef are the most requested 

sit-down and buffet main courses because of the freshness 

and locality. And, on trend across the nation, taco bars and 

Mexican-themed foods are continually prepared for morning, 

afternoon and evening weddings. 

A fun Galveston beverage choice for weddings is a signature 

cocktail. Southern Spirits can create any drink for the 

wedding, per the bride and groom’s preference. 

For the post-dance, late-night snack, couples are still 

arranging for taco trucks or even Whataburger delivery to 

nourish their guests. 

AUTHENTIC ENTERTAINMENT 

Galveston has always been a cultural and music mecca for 

Texas, and when it comes to wedding entertainment, keeping 

it local gives couples numerous choices. For that classic 

live band, The Line Up is a popular group with an incredible 

repertoire and Island reputation.

To get the beats spinning—literally—there is DJ Chosen. 

For a true dance party, MCDJ (Musical Cheers Disc Jockeys) is a 

previous Aggie yell and cheer member with endless energy. 

SPECIAL TOUCHES

The Model T golf carts, available from Carriage Haus 

Rentals, are the perfect getaway-cart for when the bride 

and groom want to leave the ceremony. As photographic 

memories go, the “Just Married” Model T shot is an instant 

screen saver.  

   ,   ./


. 
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The Queen 

of the Gulf 

Reigns 

Once More

The Queen 

of the Gulf 

Reigns 

Once More
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The $35 million renovation 

of historic Hotel Galvez by  

its new owners brings a fresh  

name and lots of buzz.   
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o one knew what was coming. 

There had been no warning, not 

even a hint that a storm might be 

afoot, and a colossal one at that. 

But what was to become known as 

the biggest natural disaster in U.S. history was already tearing 

across the Gulf from the tip of Florida and headed west with a 

vengeance. The center of its bullseye: Galveston. 

The Great Galveston Storm struck on the evening of Sept. 

8, 1900, and whipped and battered the city all night long until 

there was little left. What was once Texas’ most cosmopolitan, 

modern city—the first with telephones and electricity, with 

scores of mansions and millionaires—was reduced to rubble. 

Houses and buildings were flattened like they’d been made of 

popsicle sticks. More than 6,000 people died; some estimates 

are as high as 12,000. It looked like the aftermath of a war.

Yet what happened in those post-hurricane, turn-of-the-

century years was not a mass exodus to higher ground, safe 

from the destructive path of future storms, but a commitment 

to remain. To rebuild. To rise again. 

Buildings and homes were raised, and a 17-foot-high seawall 

was built. Above it all, like a 

phoenix, there would be a hotel, 

a grand hotel. Elegant and 

modern, with walls reinforced 

with concrete pylons and 

concrete floors a foot and a 

half thick. Best of all, this hotel 

would be hurricane-proof.

On June 10, 1911, the 220-

room Hotel Galvez opened its 

doors to guests for $2 a night 

and was dubbed “Queen of the 

Gulf.” One hundred years and 

more than 30 hurricanes later, 

she was still standing but had 

started to show her years. It 

was time for a facelift.

Hotel Galvez was the kind of historic property that Dallas 

hotelier and developer Mark Wyant liked to restore, like he 

did The Saint Hotel New Orleans, The Saint Hotel Charleston 

and The Saint Hotel Key West (the only one of the three 

that he still owns). Besides, he knew this hotel well. It was 

located right next to one of two Holiday Inns that he’d built 

in Galveston 16 years prior. Listed on the National Register of 

Historic Places since 1979, Hotel Galvez was renamed Grand 

Galvez when he took ownership in May 2021. 

“I love history and I love older hotels,” says Wyant one 

afternoon from his Dallas office. “When I was flying [as a 

retired American Airlines pilot], my favorite trip was always 

back and forth to Hawaii because I’d stay at the Royal 

Hawaiian in Honolulu. To me, the Galvez had that same spirit; 

the tropical elegance of the 1920s, along with that classic 

Spanish-Moorish architecture. There’s not many of them still 

out there.” 

Over the years, the Galvez’s guest register sparkled with the 

world’s brightest stars. Jimmy Stewart, Frank Sinatra, Peggy 

Lee, Jack Benny, Sammy Davis Jr., and Dean Martin signed its 

register. In 1937, while President Franklin D. Roosevelt was 










 









 






 










The early days of then-Hotel Galvez
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fishing offshore, the hotel was turned into a temporary White 

House, with the entire fifth floor transformed into a command 

central. During WWII, it was taken over by the U.S. Coast 

Guard and used as its wartime headquarters.

When the hotel opened in 1911, it looked like a magnificent 

sandcastle perched high above the sea and the city. You 

couldn’t miss it: Its exterior walls were covered with stucco 

and ground pink granite, so it would sparkle under the blazing 

Texas sun. Inside, the hotel’s band played Cole Porter hits 

in the Music Room; there was even a famous long hallway 

leading into it nicknamed “Peacock Alley” because women 

would dress up and strut, as if they, too, were on stage.

As the years passed and the Galvez changed ownership—

seven times in all—one by one, each element of its unique 

character disappeared, was covered up, or simply forgotten. 

Its exterior had been painted white. Peacock Alley was gone. 

By the time Wyant got the keys, the Galvez’s once lavish 

interior had been replaced with cheap wicker furniture and 

threadbare carpets in all of the public areas, and a garish 

yellow, brown and orange color scheme throughout. “Good 

Lord, it was ugly,” Wyant says. “It was right out of 1974.” 

But the bones, the structure itself, was rock solid. “When it 

was built, the Galvez was a beautiful property,” says Wyant. 

“It was built to be sumptuous and luxurious and over the top, 

and it no longer was. I wanted to take it to the highest level 

that it’s ever been and to reflect the elegance of those grand 

properties built in the 1920s.” 

So he began hopping into his Cessna Citation Mustang and 

flying from Dallas to Galveston nearly each week, visiting 

Galveston’s Rosenberg Library 

and Galveston Historical 

Foundation to find out more.  

He wanted to find as many 

original architectural details 

of the Galvez as he could and 

learn how it looked before any 

changes took place. He read 

through historical documents 

and examined old photographs. 

He met with local historians, 

former hotel guests and Houston 

author Kathleen Maca, who 

recently wrote a book about the 

history of the hotel. Then he and 

his wife, Lorenda, an interior 

designer, went to work. 

Grand Galvez today

Mark Wyant
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A GRAND MAKEOVER

The first thing Wyant wanted to do was repaint the exterior 

as close as he could get to the original pink. He tried several 

shades, but it wasn’t as easy as he’d thought, nor were 

locals as enthusiastic as he’d hoped. “They called it ‘Pepto 

Bismol’ pink. Some people said that it looked like a giant Taco 

Cabana,” he says. “Pink is tough.” 

To find the right shade, he and his wife flew to Los Angeles 

and drove to the iconic—and also pink—Beverly Hills Hotel, 

which opened the year after the Galvez and was also designed 

in the same Spanish colonial style. “My wife and I were out 

there lurking around the corner taping these swatches to the 

walls and looking at them, and the general manager came out 

and asked me what I was doing. I told him that I was trying to 

match the paint color for our hotel, and he took us down into 

the basement and gave me a paint can from Sherwin-Williams 

so we could get an exact match.”

The color? “Texas Clay.” 

TREASURE ISLAND

Peacock Alley, once a key design element and captured in 

dozens of archival photographs, had seemingly disappeared. 

When Wyant had inquired about where it was, the current 

hotel manager didn’t know. Wyant was determined to find it. 

“From the old photos that I’d seen, I knew it was in the west 

wing,” he says. “I figured it was back there somewhere. It took 

a little sleuthing, but I found it. It had been gobbled up by 

some of the meeting rooms.” 

His team found original moldings, frescos and capitals from 

columns embedded into the walls, half visible, half obscured. 

They also found the grand arches that had been hidden from 

view since 1962. It was all still there. It just needed to be 

brought back to life. 

Grand Galvez: The Hit List

Now part of the Marriott Autograph Collection 

of hotels, the Grand Galvez is back in all its 

grandeur—harkening back to the Gatsby era 

while providing 21st-century comfort and 

conveniences. Here are a few not-to-miss 

features of the hotel’s fresh new look.

SLEEP

Grand Galvez’s 220 guest rooms are decorated 

in relaxing, cool indigos and whites, well-

appointed with pillowtop beds, Egyptian 

cotton linens, down duvets and Dallas’ own 

Niven Morgan bath products.

SIP

Located in the west loggia, the Founder’s Bar 

(so named because it features portraits of the 

five founders of the hotel) overlooks Peacock 

Alley on one side and the Gulf on the other. Its 

plush animal print and red décor includes rich 

wood floors and a red Baccarat chandelier, and 

even a small stage for live music.

DINE

With fresh oysters, shrimp and grits, and 

steaming bowls of gumbo, the New Orleans-

inspired restaurant, recently renamed 

Monarch to symbolize the hotel’s beautiful 

transformation, has been serving breakfast, 

lunch and dinner since the hotel opened in 1911.

COFFEE UP

Each morning at 6 a.m., espresso machines 

hum and steam at the espresso bar, 1911, located 

in the west lobby. Along with your cappuccino, 

grab a house-made pastry or even a slice of  

Key lime pie.

RELAX

The 10,000-square-foot spa at the Grand 

Galvez offers a world of luxurious body 

treatments, facials, reflexology and more, but 

we recommend going for the Texas Ruby 

massage, where the star of the show is Texas 

Ruby Red grapefruit oil, meant to both relax 

and uplift. Peacock Alley
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Ellise Pierce is an award-winning writer specializing in travel, food 

and the arts. She is the author of the cookbook/memoir Cowgirl Chef: 

Texas Cooking with a French Accent, and frequently contributes to 

Four Seasons, Virtuoso Life and Cowboys & Indians magazines. When 

she’s not traveling, she can be found in the kitchen, recreating dishes 

that remind her of her favorite places.

with dolphins, with water spouting out of their mouths. And 

another flashy, period-centric addition is the 44-foot-long, 

Venetian-made mosaic, bordered with native oleanders 

and the words “Queen of the Gulf” in the center that now 

stretches across the lobby floor. When you walk in, it’s the 

first thing you see. 

The old guest room hallways, once painted dull beige, 

are now covered in P. Kaufman fabric with a verdant palm 

tree motif, and the floors are carpeted in a cool navy blue. 

The guest rooms' yellows and browns were swapped out 

for crisp indigo and white, yet there’s a nod to the hotel’s 

storied history, too. On the pillows, guests will find reprints 

of old postcards, already stamped, to slip into the antique 

mailboxes on each floor. Art deco meets Palm Beach meets 

Texas ingenuity.

“It feels very grand again,” Wyant says. “It’s like being 

transported in time. The hotel was built as a stake in the 

ground saying, ‘We are back, we are not destroyed.’ The city 

pulled itself up by its bootstraps and would not allow that 

storm to put it in the dustbin of history. 

“The Grand Galvez is a symbol of the perseverance of 

Galveston and Galvestonians. When you buy something like 

this, you have a responsibility to make it feel like it was when 

it was brand new. I’m not really the owner. I’m simply the 

caretaker.” 

The newly restored Peacock Alley is lined with black-and-

white harlequin marble tiles and upholstered club chairs 

along the sides for people to sit and watch the passers-by. 

Above hang five oversize crystal chandeliers encased in 

 gold bells.

“Today, Peacock Alley is now very much in keeping with the 

original look,” Wyant says. “We added a design element with 

the bells and chandeliers, but it’s once again a long hallway 

with open arches that lead into the Founder’s Room Bar.” 

Meanwhile, in January 2022, renovation began on the 

second floor to replace the roof. Along the hotel’s backside—

formerly the entrance—was a glass canopy that had been 

added in 1994 to shade and protect the cars that would arrive 

in the half-moon drive. 

“I was walking along the roof,” recalls Wyant, “and I saw this 

urn sitting there, right behind the canopy.” It was one of the 

4-foot-tall decorative urns from the hotel’s opening in 1911, 

the only one of the 16 that was still left. 

Wyant reached out to a historical restoration contractor  

in Galveston and had exact replicas of the white marble 

urns created so they could be placed back in their original 

architectural spots, one on each of the four corners  

of each tower.

“I think the best thing you can do is put something back 

the way that it was,” he says. “These kinds of details, the little 

things, are what make the overall property so magnificent, 

and why people have an emotional response.” 

He and his wife also added some design details that weren’t 

part of the original scheme but that reflected that same spirit 

(and maybe even dialed it up a notch). Influenced by the grand 

fountain at the entrance of The Breakers Palm Beach, another 

one of his hotel muses, Wyant commissioned an artist in Italy 

to design something similar: in this case, a majestic marble 

fountain with a storybook griffin in the center and ringed 

Newly appointed rooms Oyster bar at Monarch
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Royal Caribbean’s new terminal nods to the port's growing appeal. 

  

A Jewel on

Galveston’s Shore
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It's a familiar saying. But if you're Galveston, you don't have 

to. That's because some of the most luxurious passenger ships 

in existence sound theirs in the city's port more than 300 

times every year, a tribute to Galveston's growth and impact 

on the cruise industry.

With a third terminal opening in November 2022, and a 

fourth potentially on the drawing board, Galveston is the 

busiest cruise port outside of Florida in the United States and 

the tenth-largest in the world.

That spectacular growth hasn't gone unnoticed. With 

an eye on what it means for the industry, Royal Caribbean 

International is nearing completion of a $110 million, 

160,000-square-foot terminal that will further transform the 

port and enhance Galveston's stature and popularity among 

cruise enthusiasts.

The new terminal's impact on the port will be immediate 

and dramatic. “We expect to double our passenger capacity,” 

says Jayne Halcomb, Royal Caribbean's director of business 

development for the Americas and Caribbean. “With this new 

terminal and all of the new programs we're going to offer, that 

growth will only continue on an upward trend.”

The new terminal has also brought jobs to the region. 

According to Halcomb, the construction has created between 

400 and 500 jobs, with 400 more long-term positions expected 

once the terminal is up and running.

CHANGING WITH THE TIMES

If you were to say the cruise industry has taken a cotton to 

Galveston, you'd be correct in more ways than one.

As a nod to the textile's burgeoning trade in the region, the 

Galveston Cotton Exchange was founded in 1878. For much of 

the century that followed, Galveston was the world's leading 

port for cotton exports. Large warehouses were constructed 

on the waterfront to facilitate storage and shipment of the 

valuable commodity.

However, Galveston's status in the industry declined by 

the mid-20th century. By the 1950s, there was just one cotton 

firm operating in the city, and in 1967 the once-proud Cotton 

Exchange was closed.

As the cotton trade evaporated, the cruise industry dipped 

its toe into Galveston's waters. Sightseeing cruise ships 

first docked here in 1974, heralding the arrival of a popular 

attraction and service that would transform the local 

economy in the decades that followed.

re

“DON'T TOOT YOUR OWN HORN.”
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These days, two of Galveston's former cotton warehouses, 

long since renovated and remodeled, serve as bustling 

passenger terminals for more than 1 million cruise 

enthusiasts every year.

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION

Galveston's growing influence in the cruise world isn't  

a coincidence. The port has many advantages.

According to Rodger Rees, director and CEO of the Port of 

Galveston, the famous “location, location, location” axiom 

used in real estate also applies to the cruise industry.

“We're 45 minutes from open sea, and that's big for the 

cruise lines because time is money,” says Rees. “If it takes 

them a long time to get out of a port, it's expensive, not only 

in terms of fuel, but also regarding when their ships' casinos 

can open and alcoholic beverages can be served.”

Another significant advantage, according to Rees, was the 

visionary decision to deepen the Galveston Ship Channel—

first, in 1976 from 36 to 40 feet, and later to 46 feet. That makes 

it one of the deepest harbors in the United States.

“It means we can accommodate any ship sailing today,” 

he says. “More people on bigger ships is a better economy of 

scale than having a lot of smaller ones.”

Galveston Island, a popular tourism destination with 30 

million people within 300 miles, draws visitors with its 32 

miles of beaches and a wide array of fine hotels, restaurants, 

and recreational opportunities. Much of that is due to the 

area's central geographic setting, which is also a major selling 

point for the cruise industry. 

“All you have to do is drive through our parking lots and 

you'll see the multiple state license plates that are on these 

cars. That's really what we are, a big drive-in market, easy to 

get to at the end of the interstate. It's where 70 percent of our 

business comes from” Rees says.

BEST IN CLASS

Royal Caribbean knows the advantages of Galveston's 

central location.

“We wanted to appeal to that drive market, in Texas the 

Central region, and all of the West region,” Halcomb says. 

Cruise on in
Galveston is flourishing as a 

 popular cruise home port. 

Here’s why:

A drive-to destination; 50 million  

people living within a 12-hour trip

Two major airports within a 

 1.5-hour driving distance

Spacious parking lots with  

shuttle service available

Online reservations for cruises and parking

Three cruise terminals  

(as of Nov. 2022) with public WiFi

Carnival, Royal Caribbean and Disney 

cruise lines; Norwegian arriving Nov. 2022

46-foot channel depth accommodates  

any size cruise ship

45 minutes sail time to open sea

Year-round cruise availability

The new Royal 

Caribbean terminal 

during construction.
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“Those travelers no longer have to fly to Florida or New Jersey 

to sail on our best in class.”

Best in class is definitely what travelers boarding in 

Galveston will enjoy when they travel with Royal Caribbean. 

When the new terminal opens, the company's Oasis-

class Allure of the Seas will set sail from the port. It can 

accommodate 5,400 passengers, and Rees expects it to be 

filled to capacity for its maiden voyage.

“The ships that sail from our port are typically 100 percent 

occupied now,” he says. “That's how big the market is that 

we're serving.”

Those occupancy numbers are, in part, an aftereffect of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Galveston exceeded the 1 million mark 

in annual passenger boardings in 2019—right before the 

pandemic struck.

“It changed the dynamics of the cruise industry, because 

we were out of business for almost two years,” Rees says. “But 

we had a system in place to quickly bring in all the players in 

health, security, and other key areas to enable us to restart 

operations. We were the first ones to put ships in the water 

after COVID. We were ahead of the cruise ports in Florida 

in that regard, which gave us a head start once the CDC 

guidelines changed and restrictions were lifted.” 

Another factor contributing to stronger occupancy 

numbers was the reluctance people felt toward air travel as a 

result of the pandemic. 

“People are still a little concerned about international 

travel,” says Tracy Quan, associate vice president of 

destination relations for the Royal Caribbean Group. “The 

CDC dropped the rule that you have to retest [for COVID-19] 

to come into the U.S., so we're happy about that, but prior 

to that we were definitely seeing some resistance to travel 

internationally.” 

Quan says the cost of flights became prohibitive for 

some travelers due to rising inflation, making Galveston's 

accessibility by vehicle another major advantage.

A SHINING JEWEL

Once Royal Caribbean made the decision to invest in 

Galveston, they clearly went all out to build a facility that 

would be the envy of any port anywhere in the world. “We 

saw it as an exciting opportunity to expand our presence in 

the Texas market,” Halcomb says.

She cites the favorable climate as a major advantage, 

noting that Galveston can offer year-round sailings, which not 

every destination can. The new terminal will sit on nine acres, 

and an expanded berth (think of it as a ship's parking space) 

will enable Royal Caribbean to bring in its largest vessels—an 

important consideration, given the port's growing popularity.

“The terminal is going to have state-of-the-art technology, 

with facial recognition and digital check-in,” Halcomb says. 

“We know that the guest experience does not start when the 

ship leaves the port. It starts from when they check in. We 

have a motto: We want to get you from the car to the bar in 10 

minutes or less. It's all about a quick, efficient and seamless 

process to get you on board.” 

Royal Caribbean's 

Allure of the Seas
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Tom Delamater is a longtime writer, editor, television host and producer. 

He has traveled throughout the United States and Canada and worked 

as an editor for publishing houses in California and Texas. Tom taught 

college classes in journalism, broadcasting and marketing and is 

currently based in Ohio, where he serves as an editorial and marketing 

consultant for clients from coast to coast.

Galveston. For now, however, it's Royal Caribbean's new 

terminal that has the port buzzing with anticipation.

“One thing that we are so proud of, and put a lot of time 

and effort into, is partnering with the Port of Galveston in 

order to make this happen,” Halcomb says. “They believe in 

our brand and we've worked closely with them for a number 

of years.”

She says the new terminal would have been completed a 

year sooner if not for the pandemic. 

“They have been just as eager to get this accomplished as 

we have,” she says. “We're grateful to the port for being such 

an amazing partner.” 

As a nod to local history and pride, various types of art 

from Texas-based artists will be featured throughout the 

terminal. “We wanted to engage the local community,” Quan 

says, noting they have done something similar at other port 

locations. “We think it's important to give the community 

some pride of ownership.”

DOMINO EFFECT

Royal Caribbean's investment in Galveston will also 

benefit the port by opening up more space for other cruise 

lines. “Now that we'll have a third terminal, it will free up the 

space they had been using in one of the other terminals,” 

Rees says.

Carnival and Disney both sail from Galveston, and 

Norwegian and Princess begin service this fall. Carnival plans 

to bring its impressive new Jubilee ship, a 5,400-passenger 

vessel currently under construction, to the port in 2023.

Another relatively new player in the cruise industry, 

MSC, has also had discussions with Rees about coming to 

Return of the Jubilee
A new Carnival ship named after a 

bellwether is coming to Galveston.

 

The familiar name was that of a storied 

Carnival ship of the past. A brand new 

ship will assume the name Jubilee when 

she arrives at her new home at the Port of 

Galveston in November 2023. The original 

Jubilee was one of Carnival Cruise Line’s 

most popular vessels from 1985 to 2004, but 

the new Jubilee will be four times its size.

 

“Galveston is a big market for us, and that's 

why we're bringing one of our newest, 

biggest ships there,” says AnneMarie 

Mathews, Carnival’s senior director  

of communications.

 

The ship will be the third in Carnival’s  

Excel line. It will sail seven-day western 

Caribbean itineraries with a capacity of 

more than 5,400 guests and 1,700 crew. 

Perhaps most impressively, the Jubilee will 

use liquified natural gas for propulsion and 

will offer the BOLT roller coaster on the 

upper deck, as well as expanded dining 

options and more stateroom options.Carnival's Jubilee



with amenities and attractions minutes from the harbor, 

Galveston Island is the perfect place to extend your cruise vacation. 

With most cruises departing between 4 and 5 p.m., it’s easy to add some 

fun to the schedule. Whether you have a half-day, full day or longer, take 

advantage of all the Island has to offer. 

Half-Day

Start your morning with a delicious breakfast in the East End Historical 

District at Sunflower Bakery & Café or Mosquito Café. Take a self-

guided tour of elaborate Galveston Tree Sculptures carved from Oak 

trees ruined by Hurricane Ike in 2008.

A trip to Galveston isn’t complete without touring through the 

“Broadway Beauties,” including the breathtaking 1892 Bishop’s Palace 

and the 1895 Moody Mansion. 

Heading closer to the port, walk around historic downtown 

Galveston and visit The Strand for an intriguing selection of shops, 

restaurants, museums and more. Postoffice Street is a great destination 

for visiting art galleries and antique shops. Grabbing a cup of coffee at 

MOD Coffeehouse or stopping by The Grand 1894 Opera House for a 

self-guided tour is also a treat. Other interesting places in the downtown 

district include Nautical Antiques & Tropical Decor, Hendley Market, 

Gracie’s and Tina’s on the Strand.

Pier 21 conveniently sits just down the street from the cruise ship 

terminals and offers a wide variety of ways to enjoy Galveston Harbor. 

If you’re feeling adventurous, try a Jet Boat Thrill Ride where you will 

experience intense speeds and maneuvers while enjoying the cool 

breezes on the water. 

Next door, you’ll find the Texas Historic Seaport. Here, you can 

explore the new interactive attraction, Ship to Shore. The attraction 

chronicles Galveston’s history as the second largest immigration port in 

the United States and the story of seaborne commerce. Adjacent to the 

museum is the 1877 Tall Ship Elissa, deemed one of America’s treasures 

by the National Trust for Historic Preservation.

For lunch with a view, grab a bite at Fisherman’s Wharf or Willie G’s 

Seafood and Steaks while overlooking the water. Both restaurants are 

within walking distance of the cruise terminals.

One-to-Two Days

When you arrive, spend the morning exploring the many attractions 

surrounding the Moody Gardens complex. The adventure resort is 

home to three pyramid-shaped buildings that feature a live rainforest 

replica with free roaming animals, an interactive Discovery Museum and 

an aquarium. Outside of the pyramids, you can walk through botanical 

gardens while deciding whether to take a cruise on the Colonel 

Paddlewheel Boat, splash at Moody Gardens’ Palm Beach water park 

or hit the greens at the Moody Gardens Golf Course. For lunch, there 

are a variety of dining options located on the Moody Gardens property, 

including their Garden Restaurant, Café in the Park and Shearn’s 

Seafood and Prime Steaks.

After Moody Gardens, make your way to the beach. Afternoon is the 

perfect time to enjoy sparkling Gulf views with the sand between your 

toes along Galveston Island’s 32 miles of beaches. Many of Galveston’s 

beach parks offer chair and umbrella rentals, concessions and restrooms. 

As you make your way along the beachfront, the spectacular 

Galveston Island Historic Pleasure Pier amusement park stretches over 

the Gulf of Mexico. 

Dinner options along the Seawall are endless with many restaurants 

offering breathtaking views of the Gulf at sunset. The Spot is a fantastic 

local venue easily recognizable due to its gigantic palapa roof.  Eat, relax 

and watch the waves crash on the shore.

Extended Stay
Take some time before you sail away to explore Galveston with these pre-cruise itineraries.

Outdoor dining at 

Fisherman's Wharf

The Moody  

Gardens complex



20PLATINUM SEASON

THE FULL MONTY (musical) - JULY 15 - AUGUST 13
Book by Terrence McNally • Music by David Yazbek

FOUR OLD BROADS - SEPTEMBER 16 - OCTOBER 8
By Leslie Kimball

A TWISTED CHRISTMAS CAROL - NOVEMBER 18 - DECEMBER 10
By Phil Olsen

LONE STAR - JANUARY 20 - JANUARY 28
By James McClure

LA CAGE AUX FOLLES (musical) - MARCH 10 - APRIL 8
Book by Harvey Fierstein • Music & Lyrics by Jerry Herman

Based on the play by Jean Poiret

LEADING LADIES - MAY 12 - MAY 27
By Ken Ludwig

Come celebrate our 20th season! Get your tickets at www.islandetc.org

2317 MECHANIC
STREET • GALVESTON 409.762.3556



POLAR
EXPRESS
POLAR
EXPRESS
TICKETS NOW ON SALE

ALL ABOARD!!ALL ABOARD!!
Established 1983

galvestonrrmuseum.org                      409-765-5700                    2602 santa fe pl, galveston, tx 77550  

support rail history and become a member today!

museum with exhibits

train rides every weekend

rail hotel

event space

special events

november 11 - december 23, 2022

tmtm
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T  D
Fun is Around Every Corner in Galveston

  ’  . 

That said, consider this your menu: a rundown 

of terrific options available to you and your 

crew during your Galveston getaway. While by 

no means exhaustive, this list is an excellent 

starter course for new and regular visitors 

alike. Let’s dig in.

Your To-Do List
When you’re in Galveston, choosing an 

activity is a bit like selecting a dish at a 

five-star restaurant.   
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Moody Mansion
Recently restored to its original glory, 

this four-story, 28,000-square-foot home 

harkens back to an era of gilded splendor. 

Home to multiple generations of the 

legendary philanthropic Moody family, 

this resplendent mansion-turned-museum 

houses a century of history spread across 

20 well-appointed rooms. When you tour 

this house with your friends or family, 

you’ll be part of a time-traveling excursion 

with a fanciful twist.  

Segway Tours
In the mood to explore? You’re in luck. 

SegCity Galveston Tours provides 

unforgettable tours through Galveston’s 

haunted history and its magical past, 

including places frequented by infamous 

pirates and the area once known as “The 

Wall Street of the South.” Each tour is 

thoroughly curated with visitors in mind; 

there’s even a sunset tour that helps 

you enjoy the beauty and magic of the 

breathtaking Texas sky.

Tall Ships festival
In 2018, a new fan favorite event 

christened the shores of Galveston. The 

first Tall Ships festival featured tours 

of the historic ships along with music, 

food, and races along the Gulf Coast. In 

April 2023, the family-friendly celebration 

returns for more programming 

merging maritime history with exciting 

excursions. History buffs will love every 

aspect of this fun-filled fest.

Galveston Island State Park
Nature lovers rejoice: From fishing and 

hiking to biking, too, this picturesque 

park has it all. You can cast a line 

from the beach or the bay even if you 

don’t have a license. A series of quaint 

paddling trails are available to anyone 

and everyone who loves to canoe or 

kayak, while four miles of photo-ready 

trails will help you stay active and take 

in beautiful sunset views. The park 

recently reopened after three years and 

a $10 million renovation. 

www.mosquitocafe.com

Fresh Made to
Order From

Scratch!

628 14th Street
Galveston, TX 77550

409.763.1010

Tuesday - Saturday
8am to 9pm

 
Sunday Brunch

8am to 3pm

www.pattycakesgalveston.com

Tuesday - Saturday
7:30am to 6pm

 
Sunday

8am to 3pm

704 14th Street
Galveston, TX 77550

409.762.2537

The Island's Sweet Spot!
Baking from scratch cakes, cupcakes,

pies, cake balls, pastries, cookies,
breads, gluten-free treats, and more!

We Cater Too!
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Galveston Children’s Museum
Housed on the ground floor of the magnificent Moody 

Mansion mentioned above, this interactive museum offers 

a litany of camps, events and engaging activities. Ongoing 

exhibits like the Building Zone, Tinker Workshop and Stroke 

of Genius allow your kiddo to explore their interests in 

science, art and mechanics. Ages 2 through 10 are invited to 

stop and play throughout the day.

Island Carriage Rides
Speaking of history, you won’t want to miss 

this immersive tour of Galveston’s East 

End Historical District. These Victorian-

style carriages will take you gliding 

down pristine, tree-lined streets, past 

magnificent mansions and into the heart 

of Galveston’s gorgeous Gilded Age. History 

aficionados will take great pleasure in 

catching a carriage ride through The 

Strand, another historical district lined 

with antique shops, art galleries and 

striking, century-old buildings. 

Fishing Charters
Galveston is a bonafide fisher’s paradise. Our multiple 

award-winning charter services boast decades of 

experience and specialize in everything from deep sea trips 

to shark hunting. Expert anglers and beginners alike are 

welcome, and you can choose from a long list of experts 

to plan your day on the water. Team up with a legendary 

fisherman to net your biggest catch ever, or take a ride on a 

party boat that includes some fishing, too.

Craft Breweries & Distilleries
Vacationing can be thirsty work. 

Fortunately for you and your crew, 

Galveston is brimming with top-tier 

breweries and distilleries just waiting 

to please your palate. Divine distilleries 

like Texas Tail provide fan favorite spirits 

like Coastline Whiskey, while must-see 

breweries like Galveston Island Brewing 

pair unforgettable beers like Tiki Wheat 

with live music and games backlit by the 

unforgettable Texas sunset.



Piano Lounge
& Full Service Bar

Outdoor Patio
with Covered Bar

Happy Hour
Daily ‘til 7pm

1706 23rd Street (409)443-5678
2 3 R D S T R E E T S T A T I O N . C O M

Available for Private Events
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La King’s Confectionery
So much of the Galveston experience 

involves traveling back in time and 

immersing yourself in history. Why not 

immerse your taste buds, too? This old-

school candy maker creates handmade 

chocolates and fresh saltwater taffy 

amid arcade games and a 1920s soda 

fountain. If you and your loved ones are 

craving some sweets, there’s quite literally 

something for everyone at La King’s. 

Island ETC: East-End Theater Company 
Nestled among the other ornate buildings of this historical district, this 

nonprofit, community-run theater brings classic productions like Grease to 

any and all visitors eager to enjoy a show. Now in its 20th season, the theater 

is putting on shows like The Full Monty, A Twisted Christmas Carol and Ken 

Ludwig’s Leading Ladies. Matinees are available on select Sundays. 

Tree Sculptures
From the wreckage of Hurricane 

Ike arose a stunning series of 

beautiful artistic creations. 

Funded by the community, artists 

have created unforgettable 

sculptures of animals and classic 

characters like Toto and The 

Tin Man from The Wizard of Oz. 

Each creation is made from trees 

destroyed by the hurricane in 

2008, proving that nothing can 

stop Galveston’s burgeoning 

creativity. Self-guided tours of 

these one-of-a-kind sculptures are 

available throughout the week.



PLAN A HISTORY-MAKING VACATION
ON HISTORIC GALVESTON ISLAND!

.............................................................................................................

DETAILS, TICKETS, AND MORE AT GALVESTONHISTORY.ORG

1892 BISHOP’S 

PALACE
SHIP TO SHORE

1877 TALL SHIP ELISSA 1895 MOODY 

MANSION

HISTORIC HARBOR
TOURS

AND STILL WE RISE...

SEAWOLF PARK
Located on Galveston’s Pelican Island, Seawolf Park boasts one 
of the island’s most popular fishing piers and picnic sites. The 
park also features a playground for the kids and the Galveston 
Naval Museum. The museum is home to the USS Cavalla WWII 
submarine and the USS Stewart, one of only two remaining 
Destroyer Escorts. Learn more at VisitGalveston.com.
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61st Street Fishing Pier
If you want to take in the beauty of the ocean without setting sail on a fishing expedition, 

the pier is the place for you. The scenic 61st Street location guarantees family-friendly fun in 

three simple steps: Buy a couple of slices of pizza, get some soda or beer after renting your 

gear, then cast your line from the pier. 

23rd Street Station Piano Bar
After a day of fishing, hiking, touring or 

escaping, you’ll probably want to kick 

back and relax with a drink and some 

live entertainment. Look no further 

than this bar on 23rd Street, where a 

pair of pianos will compete to see who 

can surpass the other at one simple 

goal: giving you the best night possible. 

Spoiler alert: It’s a tie. 

Escape From an Escape Room
The latest craze has arrived in Galveston 

in full force: The amazing island is now 

home to a cavalcade of creative escape 

rooms. From Escape the Island to World 

of Escapes, you and your loved ones can 

pick the themed room that most appeals 

to you, then enjoy solving the puzzles 

and riddles that will lead you to freedom. 

If you haven’t tried an escape room yet, 

don’t worry: Each of these attractions are 

friendly to newcomers.

THE GULF COAST’S PREMIER 

SILVER JEWELRY STORE 

713.582.0129
2428 Mechanic St. 

islandsilverjewelry.com

.925

Sterling

Galveston, Texas

ISL
AND SILVER
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Rumors

(Home of a Stellar Drag Show)
The rumors are true: This bar does indeed 

put on the best drag show you’ll ever see. 

Rumors always offers a rollicking good time, 

and the regular shows are a must for any 

drag fans visiting the island. Never been to 

a drag show? Spoil yourself by making your 

first experience the best. Karaoke is available 

most Sundays through Thursdays, and happy 

hour happens Monday through Friday until 

7 p.m. 

Magic Carpet Mini Golf
This highly-regarded family favorite 

continues to impress visitors with its 

colorful courses and tantalizing twists and 

turns. Just picture this: You and your friends 

or family grab a couple of putters, pick the 

course that suits your fancy (there are two 

options, both 18 holes), then play putt-putt 

while the sun sets over the Gulf of Mexico. 

What’s not to love? 

AH    Y

GALVESTON  
NAVAL  
MUSEUM

GalvestonNavalMuseum.com

409-770-3196
100 SEAWOLF PKWY, GALVESTON TX. 77554
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Moody Mansion 

You’ll find larger, more expensive wedding venues 

in Galveston, but you won’t find a more elegant 

setting for the most important day of your life. 

The 28,000-square-foot mansion is a Recorded 

Texas Historic Landmark, faithfully restored to its 

original splendor.  It offers historical ambiance 

for memorable occasions like your wedding, 

reception, bridal photography, and more. For 

dramatic 360-degree views of the 1895 Moody 

Mansion, visit  ..

Adventures at Sea!

Wave Dancer Charters is a private fishing company with 

more than 30 years experience in the Gulf of Mexico. 

Charter trips for up to six people include everything 

you need at no additional cost. We provide rods, reels, 

tackle, bait, ice and water. On arrival back to the dock, 

your catch will be cleaned and bagged for your trip home. 

.

Carriage Haus Rentals

What better way to see historic Galveston than in a 1908 

Model-T replica electric cart? Take it shopping on The Strand 

or stroll along the seawall. But don’t forget to tour all the 

historic homes, hunt for Tree Sculptures, Turtles About 

Town or take one of Carriage Haus’ new “Guided Tours” in 

these timeless vehicles. .

Cruise Vacation Savings

Port of Galveston Cruise Parking is the most convenient, 

secure cruise parking on the island, with online reservations 

and 24-hour port police security. Sign up for our Loyalty 

Rewards program to earn discount points every time you 

reserve cruise parking. Park and walk from our Express lot 

or parking garage, or take the free shuttle from our nearby 

Economy lots. We’re also taking parking reservations now 

at the Royal Caribbean terminal opening this fall. Visit 

. to sign up and reserve parking.
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STEWART 
BEACH

201 SEAWALL BLVD  |  409.797.5189  |  VISITGALVESTON.COM

EAST
BEACH

“TOP 10 BEACHES FOR FAMILIES” 
- Family Vacation Critic

Located where Broadway Avenue meets the Seawall, Stewart Beach is 
Galveston’s premier family-friendly beach park. Stewart Beach offers all 
you need for a day of fun, including umbrella & chair rentals, playground, 
beach supplies and snack shop, outdoor showers, ADA-accessible 
restrooms, free beach wheelchair rentals, and helicopter tours. Beach 
Season runs March through October. 

GALVESTON’S LARGEST BEACH PARK

Located at the beautiful eastern tip of the island, East Beach is 70 
acres surrounded by nature. East Beach offers a pavilion, boardwalk 
and entertainment stage, volleyball courts, umbrella and cabana rentals, 
playground, outdoor showers, ADA-accessible restrooms, free beach 
wheelchair rentals, and free sandcastle lessons each summer. Galveston’s 
only alcohol-allowed beach park, East Beach sells drinks and food at the 
snack bar & cantina. Beach Season runs March through October.

$50 
SEASON 

PASS



Festival of Lights · Ice Land · 3D Holiday Films · Rudolph 4D · Arctic Slide
Train Rides · Holiday Buffets · Breakfast with Santa · New Year’s Palooza · Cirque Joyeux

Nine Holiday Attractions · One Venue

PLAN YOUR TRIP AT



Magnificent on the outside . . . You must see inside!
!e 1895 Moody Mansion is lovingly restored, revealing to explore, and open daily for tours.

!is Beauty Is More !an Skin Deep

Also home to the Galveston Children’s Museum, “Where Learning Is Child’s Play.” GalvestonCM.org

MOODY MANSION
2618 Broadway • Galveston Island • moodymansion.org • (409) 762-7668

Historic Galveston’s 
Legendary Lodging

The Tremont House has long been the lodging of 

choice for Galveston visitors. Located in the historic 

Strand district, it is within walking distance of a wide 

array of shops, restaurants, museums and galleries. 

The hotel is a romantic retreat and home of The 

Rooftop Bar, Galveston’s only open-air rooftop lounge.  

Create new memories and make your 
reservation online or by phone today!

2300 Ship’s Mechanic Row, Galveston Island, Texas

409.763.0300 | www.TheTremontHouse.com
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N  D M
Special Events September 2022 - February 2023

“WINTER WONDER ISLAND” 

GAVESTON HOLIDAY FESTIVITIES 

: November and December 2022

: Varies

: Locations vary

: Prices vary

. 

In November and December, 

Galveston becomes the “Winter 

Wonder Island” of Texas, offering 

a special lineup of more than 1,000 

holiday events! Experience the 

charm of a traditional Victorian 

Christmas while enjoying the 

benefits of island weather by visiting 

Galveston for events like The Polar 

Express Train Ride and Festival of 

Lights at Moody Gardens, Dickens on 

the Strand, and even quirky events 

like the Santa Hustle 5K and half 

marathon. 
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GALVESTON ISLAND SHRIMP FESTIVAL

: Sept. 23-24

: Varies

: Saengerfest Park, 2302 Strand 

Street

: Advance tickets start at $12

.   

Galveston Island is a seafood lover’s 

paradise all year round, but in 

September, Yaga’s Entertainment Inc. 

brings foodies a little taste of heaven 

at the Galveston Island Shrimp Festival. 

Serving some of the best shrimp gumbo 

the Gulf Coast has to offer, the festival 

features a seafood cook-off, gumbo 

tasting, L’il Shrimps Parade, live music, 

a children’s area and a Strand merchant 

walkabout. 

“GHOSTLY GALVESTON” FESTIVITIES

: October

: Varies

: Locations vary

: Prices vary

. 

The site of the deadliest storm in U.S. 

history, Galveston Island is a popular 

destination for haunted exploration. 

From a 111-year-old haunted hotel to 

Galveston’s storied harbor, cemeteries 

and Victorian mansions, there are 

numerous ghost tours to be explored. 

Both the historic Grand Galvez and 

the Galveston Historical Foundation 

offer haunted history tours throughout 

October. Enjoy spooks year-round 

with Dash Beardsley’s Ghost Tours of 

Galveston and Texas’ only year-round 

haunted house, Haunted Mayfield 

Manor.

ARTOBERFEST 

: Oct. 15-16  

: Saturday 10 a.m. – 6 p.m., Sunday 

10 a.m. – 5 p.m.

: Postoffice Street

: $5

.

If you love art, then you don’t want to 

miss the 25th annual ARToberFEST in 

downtown Galveston. This juried fine 

art festival features various artists, 

food and live music on Postoffice Street 

amid Galveston’s Victorian architecture, 

art galleries and shops. Admission is $5 

for adults with proceeds benefiting The 

1894 Grand Opera House’s education 

and community outreach programs. 

ISLAND OKTOBERFEST 

: Oct. 21-22

: Varies

: First Lutheran Church, 2415 

Winnie Street

: Free

.

Island Oktoberfest “oompahs” back to 

Galveston for its 40th year, celebrating 

German heritage with a full weekend of 

food, drinks, live performances, games 

and special activities. The festival 

features an expanded entertainment 

lineup. Admission to Oktoberfest is free 

and attendees are encouraged to dress 

in traditional German costumes. 
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GetHookedFishingCharter.com

409•698•7112409•698•7112

Harborwalk Marina

West Galveston Bay

Get ‘Hooked UpGet ‘Hooked Up!!’’

INSHORE &OFFSHORE FISHING

HOOK A WIDE VARIETY OF SPECIES

5 BOATS TO GET YOUR 

GROUP ‘HOOKED UP’

U.S. COAST GUARD & STATE 

LICENSED CAPTAINS

FAMILY FRIENDLY

LONE STAR MOTORCYCLE RALLY

: Nov. 3-6

: Varies

: Locations vary

: Free

.

This November, visitors to Galveston 

have a chance to experience the largest 

four-day biker rally in the country 

as the Lone Star Motorcycle Rally 

makes its way to the Island Nov. 3-6. 

More than 500,000 motorcyclists will 

gather among hundreds of vendors in 

a celebration of the finest machines 

known to man. The rally will include 

several bike shows, live concerts and a 

variety of celebrity appearances. 

POLAR EXPRESS AT THE GALVESTON 

RAILROAD MUSEUM

: Nov. 11 – Dec. 23

: Varies

: Galveston Railroad Museum, 

2602 Santa Fe Place, Galveston

: Varies

.

The Galveston Railroad Museum offers 

an exciting opportunity for kids (and 

adults!) to experience firsthand the 

magic of the classic children’s tale.

Set to the soundtrack of the motion 

picture, The Polar Express will whisk 

passengers away (on six cars pulled by 

vintage locomotives) for a magical one- 

hour trip to meet Santa, complete with 

hot chocolate and dancing chefs.



.com

!e most FUN and SCARY tour on the island
Google

We never know what’s 

waiting for us around 

each corner. 
“The island’s

most popular 

tour”

Tripadvisor.com

832-245-0492 • Group Tours Available  • Walking Tours Held Nightly at 6, 8 and 10pm

$20/adults • $15/children • Active Military, FREE

Choose Your Adventure

Meets at 2411 Strand in front of Patrick’s Bar. 
Parking on the Strand is free after 6 pm.

Buy Tickets at GhostOnTheStrand.comBuy Tickets at HistoricGalvestonGhostTours.com

Tour meets on the corner of 24th and Sealy.  
Search Google for 2310 Sealy

Dare to Visit the
Most Haunted Locations in 

Galveston on this 90-minute 
Walking Tour

SaltWaterGiftShop.com

18th & Seawall Blvd. 

409.497.2571

swsllcgalveston

@GiftSaltwater

SaltWaterShopGalveston

saltwater_gift.shop.sosalty

Rent a Pedal Surrey 

or e-Scooter for $25
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ICE LAND: A CARIBBEAN CHRISTMAS

: Nov. 18 – Jan. 7, 2023

: Varies 

: Moody Gardens, One Hope Blvd.

: Prices start at $29

.

Ice Land returns to Galveston’s Moody 

Gardens this holiday season! The 

attraction features 2 million pounds 

of colorful ice carved into the shapes 

of sea creatures, from schools of 

tropical fish to turtles, dolphins and 

rays. An award-winning contingent 

of craftsmen from Harbin, China, 

will wield chainsaws and other tools 

to create the magnificent display. A 

Caribbean Christmas will be housed 

in an insulated 28,0000-square-foot 

structure that is kept at 9 degrees  

Fahrenheit—parkas are provided! 

DICKENS ON THE STRAND

: Dec. 2-4

: Varies

: Historic Downtown

: Prices vary

. 

Galveston Historical Foundation’s 

Dickens on The Strand festival 

highlights downtown Galveston’s 

Victorian-era architecture while 

providing a one-of-a-kind holiday 

destination filled with the sights and 

sounds of Charles Dickens’ work. This 

year’s event continues that tradition 

with parades, nonstop entertainment 

on six stages, strolling carolers, roving 

musicians, bagpipers, jugglers and a 

host of other entertainers. Costumed 

vendors peddle their wares from 

street stalls and rolling carts laden 

with holiday food and drink, Victorian-

inspired crafts, clothing, jewelry, 

holiday decorations and gift items.

GalvestonIslandPass.com

GALVESTON 

PASS
ISLAND

PICK 4 OR MORE & 
SAVE UP TO 40% OFF 

ATTRACTIONS
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GALVESTON RESTAURANT WEEK

: Jan. 16 – Feb. 12, 2023

: Varies

: Participating Galveston 

 Island restaurants

: Prices vary.  

No tickets necessary.

.

Galveston Restaurant Week brings 

the Island’s vibrant food scene to life 

with more than 40 local restaurants 

participating to showcase the unique 

flavors of Galveston. For more than 

three weeks, diners can sample dishes 

from lunch and dinner menus at 

attractive price points. Two- and three-

course dinners will be priced between 

$20 and $35 while two-course lunches, 

breakfasts and brunches will cost 

between $10 and $20.

GALVESTON MUSEUM DAY

: Jan. 28-29, 2023

: Varies

: Participating museums

: Varies

./

Visitors to Galveston will be able to 

start their new year off with a glimpse 

into the Island’s storied past during 

Galveston Museum Day. The event 

will feature free and discounted 

admission to more than 10 Galveston 

area museums. During Museum Day, 

visitors can learn about Galveston’s 

place as one of the wealthiest cities in 

the United States during the late 1800s, 

the powerful families who helped 

build the city, Galveston’s significance 

to immigration in the region and the 

importance of the industries that keep 

Galveston thriving.

MARDI GRAS! GALVESTON

: Feb. 10-21, 2023

: Varies

: Historic Downtown  

District & Seawall 

: Prices vary

.

The third-largest Mardi Gras celebration 

in the country, Mardi Gras! Galveston 

returns in February with scores of 

masked balls, balcony parties, parades, 

concerts and other festivities. 

There’s always action on the Island.  

Go to visitgalveston.com/events  

for a full list of happenings, dates, 

prices and times, as well as to see  

new events and cancellations. 
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A B F T P
Dive Into the History of the Island

     childhood memories. 

Regardless of where you’re from, one of your fondest 

recollections was undoubtedly an amusement park 

somewhere. To trace back the joy amusement parks have 

brought to Americans is to journey back in time to the first 

fixed-amusement park institution of the late 19th and early 

20th centuries: The Pleasure Pier.

Indeed, Coney Island in New York City, the Santa Monica 

Pier in Los Angeles, the Navy Pier in Chicago and Galveston 

Island’s own Pleasure Pier are among the most historic and 

storied amusement parks in the U.S. Galveston’s original 

Pleasure Pier, built in the early 1940s, was one of Texas’ major 

draws for big band concerts, carnival rides and movies under 

the stars, until it was destroyed by Hurricane Carla in 1961. It 

was rebuilt, a hotel was added, and it served the state as a top 

draw for another 47 years, only to be destroyed by Hurricane 

Ike in 2008. In 2012, the iconic Pleasure Pier was completely 

rebuilt on the original location, and it broke its all-time 

attendance record in 2021 with over half-a-million visitors.

“With the rebuild in 2012, we tried to stay true to our 

roots,” says Joe Zdunek, general manager  of the Pleasure 

Pier. “Everything was upgraded to withstand the next major 

hurricane, but we kept our classic look, like the look of our 

carousel. We used to be called, ‘the Coney Island of the South.’ 

In a way we still are; you come down here and stay on the 

beach, not right off the beach.”

Zdunek has worked at the Pleasure Pier for over a decade, 

and while the surrounding Houston area has changed 

significantly in that time, he points to the Pleasure Pier as 

being one of those time-tested, family-approved attractions 

that is immortal. 

“Year after year, the Pleasure Pier serves visitors, and year 

after year, it brings joy to people,” he says. “The Pleasure Pier 

concept may have taken on different roles over time, but at 

the end of the day, they cater to good old-fashioned family 

time.” 

Galveston Island Historic Pleasure Pier
The more things change, the more some should stay the same.   

Built as a recreational pier for 

military families in 1943, the pier 

was turned over to the city after 

World War II and transformed into 

a pleasure pier with amusement 

rides, midway games and more. 
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Calling all Texans,
Sail with Princess from 
Galveston this December
Soak in abundant sunshine, beaches and rainforest in 

the Caribbean. Visit Mayan ruins and stunning coral reefs. 

Experience next-level service with a MedallionClass® vacation 

that takes care of everything you need, from having food and 

amenities delivered, to fast, reliable Wi-Fi, fi nding your loved 
ones anywhere on the ship and so much more.

Note: You may book a wheelchair-accessible stateroom online. For assistance reserving them or other reasonable accommodations, please call 1-800-774-6237. ©2022, Princess Cruise Lines, 
Ltd. Princess,® MedallionClass,® Ocean® and the Princess logo are trademarks of Princess Cruise Lines, Ltd. or its affi  liates. All rights reserved. Ships of Bermudan and British registry.

Visit PRINCESS.COM | Call 1.800.774.6237 | Contact your TRAVEL ADVISOR

Discover cruises 
from Galveston
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409.515.2154 - 2024 Seawall Blvd Galveston, Texas 77550

MODERN SOPHISTICATION 
A CENTURY IN THE MAKING

grandgalvez.com


